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Abstract

Irregularly shaped fields are usually encounter~d in routine radiotherapy ,~hen radiation

sensitive structures ar~ shielded Ii-om th~ primal)' beam or when the field extends beyond

th~ irregularly shaped patient body ~ontour. The aim, of th~ present work were (a) to

investigate the accuracy of d()';e measurement in irregular photon fields encountered 1n

routine radiotherapy practiees, (b) to develop un Empirical relation fOf radiotherapy

treatment procedur~_ For treatment planning in irregular photon fields usually encountered

m romine radiotherapy practices eleven (11) irregular fields "ere simulated in solid perspex

phantom to investigate the doses for photon beam of 6OCOteletherapy unit. It was expeded

IhaL these fields would almost cover the different irregular rlelds encountered in daily

radiotherapy practices at different therapy establishments, The direct measurement dose

values in irregular fields were compared with calculated dose value,; obtained by the us~ of

Clarkson's method and newly develop~d Empirical relation or dose calculation in irregular

photon fields, The Tablcs 3(l-XI) contain. directly ll1easur~d dose values at variou,

interested points in differenl inegular lield" the direclly measured dose values at tho,e

points in the corresponding open fields. percentage dlfference of dose \'alues between

irregular (blocked) and open fields, calculated dose values at respective points using botll

Clarkson's method and Empirical relation, percentage difference of dose values between

directly measured and calculated values. The calculated dose values of Empirical relation

are in good agreement with the directly measured dose valu~s at dlfferent points in irregular

fields, So that, dose estimation in irregular fields could be approximat~d with reasonable

accuracy from the calculated dose values or Empirical relation normalized to central axis

beam dose data in respecth-e llpen fields, The averaged of the mean percentage dilferences

with bd between directly measured dose values al different points in irregular (blocked)

fields and the corresponding dose values at those points in open fields of 3(i-xi) for 60CO

was found to be 16.76% :t 9,12 (range 2.45% - 49,20%) for 6QCOteletherapy unit. The mean

value of the coefficients of correlation (f) between directly measured dose values in irregular

fields and the calculated dose values by Clarkson's method and Empirical relation in the

corresponding fields of 3(i-xi) for oOCowere found to bc 0.999 and 0.999 respectively, The

averaged of the mean percentage differences with lsd between directly measured dose

•
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values and calculated dose values of Clarkson., method and Empirical relation were found

to be 2.52R%:t 1.622 (range 0.475% - 5.998%) and 2.527%:1: 1.623 (range 0.475%-

5.998%) respectively. The corresponding uncertainty :1:1.291%and :t1.291 % between

direclly measured dose values and calculated dose values by Clarkson's method and

Empirical relation were found statistical!} satisfactory. because according to the

International Commission on Radiation Units and measurements (ICRU) the dose delivered

to the target volume should be at least within :l:5%[4ol.The averaged of the mean difference

16.76%::!: 9.12 (range 2.45% - 49.2%) bet".een directly measured dose values at different

points in irregular (blocked) tields and the corresponding poinl<; in respeclive open tields

could be considered staliSlically significant in case 01" Jo.<,e prescription for a patient

recelvmg radiotherapy treatment with irregularly shaped photon fields. The important

finding or this study is that the directly meawred dose values in irregular fields are in good

agreement with calculated dose values of Empirical relation so that the dose eslimation in

irregular fields could be approximated with reasonable accuracy from the calculated dose

value~ of empirical relation normalized (0 central axis beam dose in open tields. This

nonnalized central <lxi, dose data was expected to be useful as reference data for dosimetry

of irregular fields in routine radiotherapy practice,. Moreover, il may be con,irlered that, our

dosimetric results may he useful as general guidelines, to optimize the radiation doses to the

organs al risk during: rJ.diothcrapy. On the ba,is of ALAR.J\ concept, exposure should be

kept as low as reasonably achievable. It i~ suggested that shielding devices should be used in

risk organs, especially gonad and len, of eye, whenever possible to reduce lhe potential risk

due to (he scattered r<ldia(ion dose.
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Chapter./

1.1 General

(tumor) with minimum detrimenl to surrounding: heallhy tissues. From the ,'iew point of

radiation protection on the basis 01' ALARA concept. one of the basic princlples of using

ionizing radiation in medical lields 151is that the dose to burroundmg tlssue, should be

minimized by using the best available techniques and to take measures to reduce the doses

as far as possible to other parts of the body as well JS orgJns at risk. In uddillon. Jo~e

nniformity within the tumor \'l)lume and sparing ofl'isk organs are important consid~rallons

in judging a treatment plan, Bulthere is no available hospital based critical organ do~e d<lt<l

for radiotherapy departments in our country. It is therefore necessary to have adequate

consideration for the accuracy of absorbed dosc in radiation therapy. The prime aim of

radiotherapy used alone or in combination "llh other treatment modalities is to achieve cure

from malignant diseases, Radiotherapy does however play an equally vital role in palliative

treatment where althollgh curc has not been achieved. relief Irom the symptom;: produced by

diseasc is possible.

Accurate patient dosimetry is only possible ,"v'hensufficiently accurJte pallent data are

available. Such data collection includes body cantour. outline and d€nsity of relevant

intern,,1 Slrllctmes, location and extent of the target "olume AcqllisitlOn of thesc data is

neces~ary whether the dosimetric calculations are performed manually or \vith a complller.

Also. application of central axis- depth dose data to dose calculation fDr the treatment of a

patient is an another step from their determination in a \vater phantom and therefore involves

the possibly 01'additional error,

Under these circumstances. the standard do,e distribution data collected in ideal conditions

from a phantom can not be applied directly for treatment wilhout proper modifications or

corrections for achieving best possible uniform dose distribution system, In radiotherapy

technique, however. an ideJI radiation lield i.e _ a cross-sectional area of a photon beam,

every point inside which has equal numbcr of incident photons per unit time and every point

outside which has no incident photon at all call not be aehievcd in practice but attempts

could be made to modifY the physical constructlon of a therapy treatment unit to hJ"e

radiJtion fields with satisfactorily acceptable condltion.

I



Chaple"-/ !ntrod"cllon

Shielding of ,ital organs wilhm ~ rudiation ficld is one 01" thc major concerns of

radiothcrapy. Considerahle time and emm ~re spent in shaping fields not ollly to proleCl

critical organs but also to avoid lmneces~ary irradiation hazards to the surrounding normal

healthy ti~slles" Partial shielding to avoid irradiation of healthy normal tissues modifies the

square or rectangular radiation beam. Whenever ~quare or rectangular radiation beam is

modified by partial shielding to avoid irradiation of healthy normal tissues, characteri stlCSof

the beam changes. this change occurs due to the change in contrihulion from ~cattercd

radiation. Modilicatioll of beam affects the dose recci,ed at point P (say). Dosc

me~;uremcnt for any field other than rcclang\ll~r. circular or squar~ field may be time

eon,uming. because basic d~la for calcuiatH)ns arc usunlly available for sq\l~re or

rectungular ficld~. Clarkson"!. melhod (Clark<;on'~. 1941) is available to predict dose at point

P (say) with the help of scattered air ratios (SAR) table. It is based On principle that the

scauered component of the depth dose ean be calculated separately from primary

component. Apart from Clarb()n'~ method; other authors ha,e given dilTerent relations to

calculate the dose for blockcd beams (Day, (950). This tcchnique is not practical for rolltine

calculations as calculations with this method are timc consuming and it is !lot practical to

use it in day-to-day applications.

1.2 Objective with Specific Aims of the Study

/\ comprehensivc quality assurance program is neee5~al) for thc improvement of accul'acy

in dose delivery in radiation therapy. Again. the duties and re.\ponsibilitics of a medical

physicist in the field of radiotherapy lS [0 draw out a radiotherapy treatment and dOSImetry

plan to ensure quailty control and radiation protection.

The main objectives of the present study cover dose calclliatiou and investigation procedmes

in irregular fields to avoid uudesirable radiation hazard and ensure quality assurance(QA)

for the accuracy in radiotherapy treatment planning [lH~J,

Further to this, certain recommendations regarding dosimetry system in various irregular

fields will be within the aim of the prescnt work.

The primary aims ofthc present wOl'karc:

2
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Chap,et-!

L Simulation of dilferent irregular fields in solid phantoms usually encountered in

romine radiolherupy practice,

lL Modilication, of photon beam~ from 'lleo to the shapes of different irreglliar fields

simulated in .Io[,d PerSpeA phanloms.

lll. 1mestigation 0 I.doses along long axis (x-a;>..is)in tho~e irregular lields,

IV. ne\'elopm~nt of an empirical relation for the accuracy of treatment procedure.

v, Compari,oll of central axis depth do,e data with doses calculated by using

Clarkson"> method ~nd nc\vly developcd Empirical relation.

The overall obj~dlve of thc present work is to establish certain systems a8 b~sic

requircmcnts lor tile calculation of dO.les in irregular lIelds to investigate th~ accuracy

of the dose me~S\lJ'ement in mega voltage blocked beam ofy-radlUlion,

1.3 Scope of the study

Shielding blocks play an important role in clinical application of radiotherapv. Application

of radiotherapy for treatment of malignant diseases is primarily mmed to provlde curative

radiation dose to the treatment volume. The targct Or treatment volume is often ilTegular in

shapes in contrary to the square or redangular fields employed in standard dose di,tribmion

data coJIedion[72] Organ at risk also limits dose application to the treatment volume.

Individual plurming IS needed to optimize each treatment by selecting an ilTadiation

techniquc. beam incidence. radiation quality, dose \veigh!. lield size and shape to guarantee

a certain dose and dose homogeneity to each target volume under optimal sparing of organs

at risk[i41. The optimal treatment plan is one. which results in a lLniform dose to the targct

volume while minimizing the dose to adjacent tis,ue, The ofores aid curative typc patent's

surface, tis,ue inhomogeniely and irregular shaped target volume to each target \'olumc~ etc

are apparently the prevailing cunstraint, in application of ~tandal'd isodose data lor

calculation of patient's radiation dose in clinical sltuatiDns. Radiotherapy without necessary

corrections for those incompatibilities can not provide desired results. Dose required as well

as dose tolerated i, different for different target volumes depending primarily on the number

of tissue cells, beam quality. dose distribution and dose application strategy (treatment

planning) etc, Beam modifications according to lhe target shape tissue compensator for

]
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curvuture type surface and target tbw~ density vJlues are essentially desired to meet clinical

dosimetry requirements for adequate and homogeneous dose applications to the treatment

volume. rhe ~h<lping of treatment tield~ i~ primarily dictated by tumor distribution-local

e~tensiolls as well as regional Illetastase,. Not onh- thc dose to vital organs should not

cxce~d their tol~mnce but also the dose to nomwl tissuc, In g~neral. shoLlld b~ minimized.

Sometimes, the a~curJcj' and precision in c1inicJI institutions and hospitals arc not

maintained w]thin a narrow range _ there can be a t~ndency to avoid normal tissue

comphcations by lowering the prcscribed dose. Thc consequence is a drastic decrease in the

probability of tumor control IIoJ:Ihe only acceptablc solution is improvement of accuracy and

ptee]~lOn so that th~ right doses can be prescribed and applied.

1.4 Field Irregularity and Dose Distribution

Any fields other than the square. rectangular or circular fields may be termed irregular

fields. rhe~~ irregularly shap~d fields are fre'-Iu~ntly encountered in radiotherapy practices.

Irregular shaped fields. in fae!. app~ar whcn radiatio~ sensitivc struLtur~s are shielded from

the primary beam or when thc field extends beyond the irregularly shaped paticnt'~ body

eo~tour Sincc basic ~tilfldard dosimetric data arc available for rcclangul<lr or squarc fields

only, special methods including scve",1 corrections factors are nccessary to use thesc ba.;,ic

data for calculation of dose in irregularly shaped fields. For certain specific irregular fields,

som~ special mcthods are in general use. However, irregular fields arc nOluniversnl rathcr it

Cilfl be ditTerenl for different clinical situalion~. Therefore, several approaches are in

progress for making gencrally applicablc mcthods for calculation of doses in individual

irregular fields.

1.5 Radiosensitivity and Dose Fractionation

Radios~nsitivity of cells is very common word In radIOtherapy practices normally

contcmplated by the treatment planning tcam usually comprised of rndiation oncologists.

medical physicists, dosimetriSb during making a blue print for therapy applications. The

term .. Radiosensitivity" means the relativc wlnerability of cells to be damaged by ionizing

radiation. Radiosensitivity is measurable in cclt survival curves using the capacity of cells to

reproduce following irradiation as the end point. Both normal and malignant tissues have

4
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•
,hiTerellt sensitivities, mainly delermined by their dilJerent growth rates. This is the basis of

the law of Bergonie and Tribondeau (1904). The biological aClion of ionizing radiatIOn is

greater where lhe reproductiYe activity of the cell is higher, the longer lhe period of ils

mitosis and the Ics,> the degree of differentiali(}n It has been observed thaI the

radiosensiti,-itj of th~ rapidly dividing germ cells of the reproductive organs " re~tis or

Ovar\' ., is high. fortunatel: the cell, of a mahg-nant tUlllour 0("lhe testis or o\ary have even

higher radi(}scn'>lli,ilj. pa\'ing the way ("or application oj" radiotherapy to these highly

radio,>emitive organ>. In contrast. a slow growing 501'[ [issuc sarcoma shares lhe low

scnsiti,ity of its parent ti,sue, Howc\er, adequate dose can bc appli~d to thc son tissuc

sarcoma without ~ausing e;;tra dosc burd~n to the eri([cai organs by ~haping the irradialion

beam as per tumour outline so that irradiation beam /one excludes lhe vulnerabl~ critical

organs. The various li';811esand organs hav~ a wide spectrum ofradiosen~itivity, The highly

sensitive tissues are readily damaged by fairly low doses while the most radioresistant

organs can withstand much mor~ higher dose without any obvious radialion Jnduced effects.

Radi()sen~iti\'ity of di fferent li\, ing tissues can be categorized as follows:

High - sensitivil)-'

(I) Th~ epithelium of (he skin (Epiderm is)
(2) The epithcllai Iining (inncr surface) of lhe al imentary tract.
(3) The eell~ in the bone man'ow which produce,> the blood cells i.e" lh~

haematopoitie tissue.
(4) The reproductive cells of the testis ami oval")

Intermediate sensitivitr

Liver, Kidney, Lung and many glands.

Les.~- sensitive

Muscle, Bone, connective and nervous tis.Illes etc.IS.JO]

These radiosen.\itiv~ organs lying clos~ to the malignant lumours can be saved from

llnwanted exposure beYlllld their tolerance level by shaping the radiation fields using beam

blocks so that it exclud~s these critical organs and exploiting the dose fractionation facllily

as wel], It is weil understood that diITerent types of tissues respond differenUy 10 same

amount or radiation exposure. Dose fractionation exploits this benefit of variable respoascs

5
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of rapidly responding tumours and latc responding normal tissues to IOnlzmg radiation.

Damage to DNA following irradiation is g~nerally repaired o~er a period of hours.

However, th~ degree of repair will vary from tissue to tissue. Slowly rcsponding tissues

(connective tissue and spinal cord) haw a greater capacity for n;pair than tumour tissues as

long as th~ gap between treatment fraction, is at least 6 hours, "hieh is the conventional

daily fraction. Since cell killing is logarithmic rather than linear, the difference in survival

between normal and tumour cells i, Increased exponentlally, Ideally it is preferable to

deliver a radiation dose over as ~hort us possible within the limits of acu(~ radiation

tolerance Giving radiotherapy in several ,;mall fractionated d()ses at regular interv<ll~dUl'ing

the day (multlple daily fractions) may help to ov~rcome tUJlIour repopulation. Conversely

excessive prol()ngation of radic~J external beam irradiation between two fraeti(ln~ over 7 - 8

weeks may allow ~ignificant tumour reproduction 121,Si,&9J.Dose rate per fraction <Indnumber

of fractions m therapy completion must also bc taken into account so that possible acute

radiation syndrome ean be controll~d well.

1.6 Rationalityof Dose Risk

It would not be overwhelming to mention here that in routine clinical radiotherapy practices,

radiation doses can not be lowered to that le'el so that there would c~rtainly be no acute

radiation syndrome. Hm,e'er. adapting necessary arrangements during treatment plan. the

radiatlon doses to the organ8 outside {he {realm~nt volume ate a,e~rtained at least

theoretically to a minimum and juslificatiable level so that nO un"anted radIation effect

could happen, The special armngements to do so, in\'olves modification of the therapy heam

according to th~ target volume in such a manner that organs at risk like: bone marrow,

gonads, bladder, rectum, spine and GI tract etc. would be well spared from the radiation

expo~ure while adequate and requisite dose with optimum uniformity could be delivered to

the malignant tumor volume. For radiation protection, an upper limit must be established for

permissibl~ r<ldiation exposures. This limit should be ret1~cted as a risk that is acceptable to

the exposed individuals and to the society in general, "ithout depriving society of the

benefits derived from judicious use of ionizing radiation. In addition, it should he r~cognized

that dose ~houJd always be kept as 10" a~ reasonably aehievahl~ (ALARA) consistent with

reasonable costs and comeniencc without compromising the bcnefit,> of radiation to the
societyl'l,H61.
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1.7 Measurement of Ionizing Radiation

!nlrodllc',ion

RadiaI;on is l[]\"isible and thus its presence can not be detected directly, However, ionizing

radiaIion produces observable effects in medium. through which it is passing. \vhich in lllm

can be detected by scveral methods. In fact, measurement of these effects regarding to theIr

to their extent is an indired und on!} strategic method of measuring ionizing radiation In

the early days of x-ray usage for diagnosis and therapy, attempts "'ere made to measure

inm~ing radiation Dn the bilsis of their chemical and biological effeetivencss Rudiatioll

elTects on photographic emulsions. changes in the colour of some chemical compounds and

reddening of human 5kill were related to the amount of radiation absorbed, FDr radiotherapy

purposes, the reddening of skin during ther"p} application \\'US related to a radiation unit

knllWn as skin erythema dose (SI.:D) which \\'as defincd as that umount of" or "{-radiation

that JlL~tproduces rcddcmng of the skin. Howe,er. this SED unit had many drawhaeks and

used as a crude estimation oi'radiation dose which depends on many factors such as type of

skin, the quality of radlation, the extent of ~kin exposed to radiation. dose fraclionation and

skin reaction characteristics. With a view to a\oid the aforesaid uncertainties and to ha,'e

more appropriate and precise unit for the meusurement of ionizing radiation, ir: 1928 ICRU

(International Commission on Radiological Unit and Measurement) recommended adoption

of two physical quantities "Roentgen" as expo~ure unit and" Rad" a~ absorbed dO.le unll.

Although SED has been discarded in favour of ICRU recommended Roentgen and Rad.

radiotherapy establishments having orthovoltage radlOtherap} facilities are .<till using thlS

skin erythema as an approximate index of the skin re~ponse to the gi,en radiation treatment

and considering reddening of the skin as limiting factor to (he,delivel"}'_<Jftumorcidal doses,

However, departments having megavoltage beams with skin sparing facilities must not rely

on obsef1,-ing the development of skin reaction for the assessmenl of radiation response to

individual treatments,

The quality of ioniiing radiation is most often expressed in tenns of exposure (its ability to

produce ionization in air) and absorbed dose (the amount of radiation energy imparted in a
medium) 167,4?,i2].

The unit of exposure is roentgen which is a measure of the ionization ability of a photon

beam (x or y) in air with photon energy nOl higher (han 3 MeV. This unit "Roentgen" was

7
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originally defined as the amount of x or y -radiation required to prod liCe \ esu (electrostatic

unit) of charge of either sign in Icc air at STP (standard temperature and pressure). The

CUITentdefinition 01"the lllllt "Roentgen" i" e'l"l\'alent tv 2.58xlO" eoulomh/kg dry air at

STP which is equal to the origmal dctini[lon iflhe eharge i~ expressed in coulombs (l esu =

3,33JxIO'w coulomb) and the volume of air is eharged to mass (1 ce of air at 5TP weights

1.293xlO'" kg), ICRU-19RO dcfines exposure (X) as the quotient ofdQ1dm \vhcre dQ is the

absoilite value of the total eharge of the ions of one sign pwdueed in air whcn all the

electrons (negatron<; and positrons) liberated by photons in air of mass dm are completely

stopped in air. Mathematically it is expressed as

x=JQ
dm

The system InternationJ! (51) unit for exposul"Cis eoulomb per kg (Clkg) of air. It should be

emphasized here that the quantity exposul"C""ith its unit "Roentgen" applies only to photon

beam (x Qry) In an air medium. The exposure i<;a mea511revrthe ionization in air only. and

can not be used for ph()lOn~ having energies above 3 MeV. If the radiation is not a photon

beam e.g. eleetron beam vr if the medium is not air, e.g. tissue, then unit of exposure

"Roentgen" ean no longer be used. In such cases. another physical term "absorbed dose" is

used which describes the quantity of radiation for all types of ionizing radiation mcluding

charged and uncharged partic1e~, all materials and all energics therehy ehminating inherent

limitations in the use of exposlire unit "Roentgen" for quantitive measurement of ionizing

radiation. The absorbed dose is a mcaSure of radiation enel'gy being absorbed per lmit mass

of the medium. which in tum mea<;ures the biologically significant effects produced as a

result of the absorbed ionizing radiation. The most sigr.ificant defi;]ition of thc absQrbed

d . I I. d,ose or SImp y thc do~e i~ t le quotlent -
dm

where dcis the mean energy imparted by

ionizing radlation to material of mass dml"). The conventional (old) unit of absorbed dose is

rad (an acronym for radiation absorbed dose) and represents the absorption of 100 ergs of

energy per gram of the absorbing materiaL Thus we see that, the unit of absorbed do~e "rad"

is much more general than the exposure unit "rocnlgen" since it does not speci£)' the type

and energy of the radiation nor the type medium while expo~ure is confined only to photon

(x or y) having not more than 3 MeV and the medium is not air only. As the unit of energy

8
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\'arie~ e.g, ~rg, joule, cV CIC.. the unit of absorbed dose also varics accordingly, Thus

IRad =1 OOergs/gm =1O'~Jlkg

Rccently adopled SI unit for absorbed dose is the Gray (Gy) and is defined as
I Gray = I JIKg

Thus the relationship bet\\een gruy and lad is
I Gy = IOOrads= I JIKg

or I rad = 10-' gy.
Smce gray is a larger lIni!, a sub unit, centigray (cGy) has often been llsed as being
equivalent to rad.

1.8 StandardField IonizationChamber

Although mallY different types of measuring systems exist, there is llO doubt that th~ one

"hich uses an ionization chamber is usually the most satisfactory. To OVerCOme~nergy

related limitations along with othcr phy~ieal probl~ms in using normal ionization chamber

for measurement of cxpo~ure in roentgen. several attempts werc made on designing standard

field ionization chambcr to Ihis end. The wall materials uscd in an ioni7.atlon chamber have

a significant effect on the perfomulI1ce of the detector. Ionization ehamb~rs ar~ usually made

with wall and eentral eleClrod~ materials such as plastics or carbon that have effective

atomie numbers close to those of air or water, A typical ionization chamb~r is the thimble

chamber with "condensed air" walls, ~hovm in fig.! . Thimble chambers with air ~qui\alellt

wall arc in usc instead of free air ionization chambers as replacement for mea.>urement of

exposure in roentgen, The condensed air is actually a solid material of the same effective

atomic umber as air but 1000 times air density. This allows the size of the chamber to be

significantly reduced. Since the density of solid air equivalent wall is much greater than thaI

of the Ire~ air, the thickness required for electrome equilibrium in the thimble chamber is

considerably reduced. The cap of th~ chamber is designed to be as thin as pos,ible, but still

thick enough to establish electronic equilibrium, so that as many electrons arc caplur~d as

are reduced released in interactions, In practice, how~\'er, a thimble chamber is usually

con~lructed with wall thickness of I mm or less and this is supplemented with elosc titling

build up caps of Plexiglas or other plastic of different thickness to bring the total wall

thickness up to that needed to establish electronic equilibrium for the radiation ill question.

9
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Fig.1: )Chemalic diag.ram iIluslrating the nature of the lhimble chamber. A, Air shell with
air CaVill',B, Solid air shell wilh air cav,ly. C. the thimhle chamber Courtesy of F M Khan.
(PhySLC'of Radiation Therapy, 2'" edition),

This lhimble chamber is basically a condenser type chamber which is suitable for measuring

expo,ure rate in air for relatively 10,,", energy photon hearn, (:0:2 l\1c\'}.Although lhere arc

no basic Iimilations 10 their use for higher energy radialion, the design of the ~lem and

excessive slem le<lkage creale dosimetric pwblems, especIally whcn making measurements

in phantoms, ln 1955, Farmer designed a chamber, which provides a stable and reliable

secondary standard chamber for x and '(-rays for all energies in the therapeutic range. This

chamber cOllilected to a specific electromeler (to measure ionization charge) is known as

the Baldwin-Farmer substandard chamber. The original design of lhe Farmer chamber was

modified by Airu <Inu Fmmer with a view to have belter (flatter) energy response

characteristics alld more constancy of design from one cham her 10 another. This type of

chamber is usually u~ed in almost all therapy establishments with reliable dosimetric

performances. A lypical Farmer with all dimensions is schematically sho"n in fig.2.
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Fig.2: Farmer graphiTe/aluminumchamber, Nominal air volullIc 0,6 ml PTCec
l'olytrichlorotluorethylcnc. Courlcsy of f :VIKhan. (PhysIcs of Radialion fherapy,
20d edition).

1.9 Characteristics of Ion Chamber

When a chamber is ancmpted to u~e in practical situation for the measurement of exposure

in mentgen. it is essential to e"amme "helher it is capable Dr rllilill ing the foIlowing

d~sirable inherent characteristic~;

(a). Variation of sensitivity or exposure calibration factor should be minimal over a wide
range of energies.

(b). Chamber sensitive volumc ShDUldbe suitable to allO\\i measurements for lhe expectcd
exposures, The sensitivity (charged measured per mentgen) is directly proportional 10 lhe
charnbcr'~ sensitive volume,

(c). Chamber sel];itivity \'ariatiol] should he minimal with the direCllOn ofthc mcident beam.
H""ever. lhis effect Can be minimi7ed by using the chamber in the ,arne configuration a,
specified under chamber cab hralion condilion.

(d), Stem leakage should he minimal. A chamber is said to ha\e Slem leakage if it records
ionization produced anywhere other than its sensitive volume.

(e). It should be evaluated thaI whether the chamber has been calibrated for exposure against
a standard chamber for all radiation qualities of interest.

(t), Ion recombination loss should be minimal which could be a serious problem with high
. . I db [23261mtenSlty or pu se earn .

It
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1.10 ExposureMeasurement Technique

InlraduCfinn

Exposure ~an be measured in rocntgen "ith either a thimble or a Farmer t)pe ionization

chamher ~onneclCd \vith appropriate electrometer. whereas Farmer type chamber is usually

assumed to provide more stable and reliable dosimetri~ performances. However. each of

them must have an exposure calibration factor N, (say) that is traceable to primary standard

dosimetry laborawry (PSDL) via secondUI)' standard dosimetry laboratory (SSDL) for a

given quality of radiation. The chamber l~ to be placed at tbe desired point of measurement

with its axis perpendicular to the radiation beam axis as well as the same geometry as used

during chamber ealibration configuration as shown in fig.3.

Source

<f----- Collimator

\----m----fT------I I.. PrOlecti"e cap

POilUof measurement lon Chamber

Fig.3: Geometry of exposure measurementwith an ion chamber

For measurement in air, the effective point of meaSllT't'ment is usually specified to be the

centre of the chamber cavity for eylindri~al or thimble shaped chambers. After the

application of the calibration factor, the dosimeter reading will give the value of air kerma at

a point in air corresponding to the centre of the chamber. with the chamber replaced by air

tJ9.8027T.Neccssaryprecautions are to be taken to a\'()ld nledia, other than air, m the vicinity

of the chamber, which might scatter radiation, Suppose for a given exposure, the

electrometer reading is M. This exposure reailing can be converted to wentgen as follows:

x =M.N, .CI r .C,.C" ---------------------------"--(2)
wherc en is the correction for temperature and pressure. C, is the correction for loss of

ionization as a result of recombination, and C" is the correction for stem leakage. The

quantity obtained from the above expression is the exposure that would bc cxpected in free

air at the point of measurement in absence of the chamber. In other words, the correction for

12
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any perturbatiun produced in the beam by the chamber is inherent in the chamber calibration

factor N" For low-energy rudimion such as applied in the superficial or orthuvoltage range,

no build lip cap is required with the assumption that at this energy range. the chamber's wall

thickness would be suflicient to provide necessary electronic equilibrium and also at this

energy range. the chambers are U'.ually calibrated without build up caps under the aforsaid

assumption, Howe'er. for highcr energies 5U~has 6OCO (Cobult-60). a build up cap of lucide

or other Sllitable material is to be used unless the chamber wall is already thick enough to

provide e1cctronic equilibrium. In either case. the correction to ;.-era wall thickness is

inherent in the chamber calibrmion factor N,. It should be noted thal no chamber should bc

used for measurement purpose unless its characteristics haye not been clearly be evaluated

and found acceptable [23t.The transfer of energy from a photon beam to thc medium takes

place in two stages The 1st stagc (a) involves thc interaction of photon with an atolll.

causing an electron or electrons to be set in motion, The 2"d stage (b) invulves the transfer of

energy from the high energy electron to lhe medium thro\lgh excitation and ionization. A

quantil"l called kama bas been introduced by ICRlJ to describc the initial photon

interaction characteristics, Kerma stands for klndi~ energy 8IUnds for kinetk energy

released in the medium. [JIJI,

Mathematically kerma is defined as K = dd~' -------------------------------------(3)

where dE" is the sum of the initial kinetic energies of all the charged particles (electrons

and positrons) I1berated by uncharged particles (photons) in a material of mass dm. Since

kerma is a measure of energy per nnit mass, its unil is same as for dDse i.e., J/Kg and its SI

unit is gray and its special unit is rad. For photon beam trayersing a medium, kenna at a

point is direetl} proportional to the mass energy transfer coefficient I'" i.e ..
p

K = \I{ f~) where \11is the phDton energy /luence = cpE

Kec Ji"
P
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The other term, mean mass energy absorption coet1icient
p

Imroduclwn

is defined as the product of

p
and (I-g) wherc g is the fraction ofthc cnergy of sccondary electrons that is Ips! to

bremsstrahlung in [he material. Thus

Therefore
[p;J

K=W ( )1- g

---- --- ------- ------------ --. ----- ----( 4 )

----- --- ---- --- ----. --. -- --- --- -- -- ••-( 5)

A major par! of the initial kinetic energy of the electrons in low atomic number materials

like air, soil tissue and "ater, is expended by inelastic coJlisions (ionization and excitation)

with atomic electrons. On!} il smaJI part is expendcd m the radiative collision, with atomic

electrons. Only a small part is cxpended in the radiative collisions with atomic nuelci

(bremsstrahlung). Kcrma can thus be di~ided into two parts

K = K"" +K"" -----------.------------------ .. ---(6)
where K"oland K"" are the colh~ion and radiatl\'e pans of kerma.

Hence, we Can have K'''' = w( j.J~"J
and K"'" = \'I(J~=)[ (I ~ g)] -------------- m •• (7)

1.11 Relationship between Kerma and Exposure

Under conditions of electronic equilibrillm, all the kinetic energy released in unit mass of air

(air kerma) ",ill be absorbed in the air pro' iding none is los! in bremsstrahlung production.

Thus, exposure is the ionization equi valent of collisional kerma in air i,e..

dE" = dE,,,
dm dm

--- --- ---- --- -- -- -- --- --- --- -- -- -(8)
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--- -- --- -- ----- --- -- ------ -- -- --( 9)
wo .. K =K""=X----""---ose III au .,,' "" ,

W a" is the average energy required to produce one ioni7.ation(one electron) in air and it is
33.97 eV/elcetron(an ion pair). lf e i~the magnitude of electronie charge =L602xIO-19

Coulomb, then W is the average energy required to produce per unit charge of lOnization,,
Since I eV = 1.602xlO.i9 joule. then W =33.97 llC,
Therefore, Dose in air (air kerrna). K,,, ~33.97 JICX(CIKg)

K,,, ~ 33.97 X.JiKg

------------------------------( I0)

------------------------------( 1 I)

--------------------- ••-------( 12)

-- -- --- -- -- -- --- ----- - -- --- -- --( 13)

But if the energy liberated. dE" is not absorbed then

'-) 1-)• • T Ii." fi"
Dosemalr=K''''\r; I r;

"" ""

The ratio r#,,) ;f Ii#" I accounts for the energy lost in brem,strahlung production.lpv"lpo"
(The ratio increases with energy, being approximately 1.003 for wCo photons), It follows
that

1_) I-IDose in tissue = K"" fl.,,, I J~,
P 'F"~ '"

--------------------------- ••• ( 14)

1_) 1-)I'm I fl"

P "" ••' P '"

and therefore

is approximately 1.10 for ~On tissue over a wide range of photon

Dose in soft tissue(Gray) ~ 1.1OK", (Gray)
= 1.10x33.97 llC X X{CIKg}

1.12 Absorbed Dose CalculationTechnique

In any medium the measurement of exposure is the basis fer the calculation of dose,

provided the condition for charged particle equilibrium concept must be satisfied. In the

presence of charged particle equilibrium, dose at a point in any medium is equal to the

colli .•ioll pan of kerma. Dose to air under this condition is given by
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IF
D ~ (K"") .-X

"" 0,'

"
With units this eXpre<;~loncan be expressed as

----- ••••• -.- ••• ------------.( I 5)

D.,,( :.1; J = X(R~2,58 x I0-' ~gR-1.33.97~

J
= 0.876.1 0-' -.rad II 0-' J /Kg

Kg
Do" =O.876rad

------.---------( I 6)

------------ ••-( 17)

Therefore, under electronic equilibrium, roentgen to rud conversion factor is 0.876,

All dosimetry should spicif}' the calibrution depths or reference depths or reference depths a~

reference depths In a water phantom at whieh measurements are made to determine the dose

estes from "(-ruy or x-ray generators. I-or weo y-radlUtilln, the calibration deplh is cho;;en to

be 5 em while for high energy x r<ldiatioll, the calibl'Jtion dcptb i~ ch()xen to be beyond the

peak of the central axis depth dose curve H()w~ver. for high energy x-radiation, the efrect of

the ehangein ph<llltam spectrum between 5 and 10 em depth is small, so it would make little

difference in practice when either of the alternative sets of deplhs is used 12J.JGA5.7t.

1.13 Absorbed Dose to any Medium other than Air

'Ihe absorbed dose to a medium, other than air can be determined by using the calculated

,'alues of the photon energy fluenee '1' at any point in the medium and the \\ieighted mean

mass energy absorption coelJicient ).i", for a given photon beam quality. Suppose 'II"'~I is
P

the photon energ} lluence at the same point when a material other than air is interposed in

the beam. Then, under conditions of electronic equilibrium, in either case. dose to air is

rel<lted tu the dose to medium by the following relationship:

~."~[["""J 1["""] ].A
0,' P md p""

-- --- --- -- -- ---- ----- --- -••• ( 18)
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\Vhere A='f',""v'f' airis the ratio of photon energy fluence in two media and is termed as

tran~mis~ion factor.

We know that

Thus.

If. we express exposure X 10roentgen and Dm,d in rad, we have

D"",,I= [O.X76[f';,] I[f',,"] ].X.A -------------------(19)
m.,. p""

The quality in brackets has frequency been represented by the symbol ~ll,dso that

-------------------(20)

\1/here f,,,",, '" [[ !-~nl",,1 {.'~' 1.,}'876' The quantity ~"'" or simply lhe f~factor is

somelimes called the roentgen tn rad eOllversion factor, This (IS a function oftne medium

composilion a~ well as the photon b~am energy.

1.14 Measurement of Dose from the Exposure

In the case of low energy x-ray beams in the superficial or or/hovoltage range, the ion

chamber v..-a!Jsare thick enough to provide nece55ary electronic equilibrium and tllus. in this

energy range the ion chamber is usually calibrated without build up cap, However, in the

ease of high energy photon beams such as Meo, a build up cap is used over the ~ensitive

volume (air) of the chamber so that the combined thickness of the chamber wall and the

build up eap provide the required cJcctroni~ equilibrium. Let the chamber be exposed to lhe

beam "ilh geometry as sho"n in figA: a).b).c)
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Fig.4: (a) Chamber with build up cap is placed in a radiation b.am at poil1tP IIIair,
(b) exposure in free air at pOlnlp, (e) dose in free 'pace at p. Courtesy off M Khan
(The Physics of Radiation 1 herapy, 2" edition)

From lhe set up in fig.4(a) suppose the rearling M is obtained after neces~ary

correetions(corrcction lor temperature. prc~sure and stem leakage etc.). The rocntgen "X" is

then gIven by

X=M.N, -------------.-----------(21 )

Where l\\ is the exposurc calibration factor for the gl\'en chamber and ror the givcnbeam

quality. The exposure thu~ obtained is the c~rosure at point P(ecmer or the chamher

sensiti\e \olumc) in free air in absencc of lhe chamber fig.4{h). In other word". lhe

perturbation influence of the chamhcr is cancelled out whcn the chamber calibration factor is

applied. Again let us consider that a small amount of soft tissueat point Pis just large enough

to provide c!eclronic equilibrium at its cenlre fig.4{c). The dose al the centcr or this

equivalent mass of tissue is rclerred to as the dose in free space. The term dosc in free space

was introduccd by Johns and Cunninghum who related this quantity to the dose in an

extended tissue medium by mcans or lissue air ratiof'.lo.!SI . In order to conven the exposure

inlo the dose in free space, the foIIo\\iing equalion can be used:

- --- --- -- -- -- ----.- ----- --(2 2)

Where ~ is the lrunsmission factor includmg lhe ratio of the photon energy fluence at the

center of the equivaIenl mass llflissue to thaI in frce air at the same poinl i,e" A", = I{I,,,,""
If f,,',""

For 60COheam A<qis close 10 0.99 whieh approaches 10 1.00 as the beam energy decreases

to orthovoItage level(2J,Jl..lIJ.Equations X=M.N, und Dr., ~ f"",u" X. A'g provide lhe basis for

~
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ab50rbed do,e ealcltlalion in any medium from exposure nleaSltrement in air. This procedure

is vahd \~hen the exposure measurement is made with the chamber imbedded in a medium.

Similar arrangement can be simulated in which the chamber \v;lh its build up cap is

sllIToltnded by the medium and exposed to a photon energy fluence 'l'b as shown in fig.(a) at

the center of the chamber(point pl.
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Chapter_II Review

2.1 Reviewof the previous stusJy.~ .,_
V.O. Parthiban et al. [8,]performed an experiment on " Do,~imetry of blocked beams and irs

companson wilh empirical relations" The primary objective of this sllldy was to find out the

dose distl'ibmion of blocked beams "hich arc routinely used in day to day practice like

corner shielding. central shielding. quarter or half shielding beams, mverted. Y, mantle field,

etc. In this study beams were blocked with lead shielding. Field sizes of 15X15cm2
,

,
20X20cll1" were taken and abo\'e menllOned blocked bellm" "ere formed. Dose measured in

\\iater phantom at Scm depth with O,6cc Fanner type ionization ehamher. l'or the calculation

\vith Clarkson'~ melhod radii "ere drawn from the pomt of calculation to divide th~ field

into an equal interval with sector angle of JOo. Dose in Clarkson's method was lillle higher

than the measured and calculated by empirical relation used in this study. The do~e accuracy

of emplTical relation "vas within.:!: 2%.

Papanikolaou N ct al. [66J carried out research on "A study of Ihe effect (!( cnne shielding in

inlrlloperalive radiolhenlpy" In this sllldy they irradiate the intraoperatively determined

tumour target volume with a single fraction 01" lUmoroidal dose while mmimizing the dose to

all adj acent helllthy ti~~tLesto found the primary goal of intraoperative radiation therapy. To

reduce dose oulside thc trcatment >'olume, leads sheets were often llsed to cover the external

surface of the cone tip thus pro~iding a shielding for the tbsues Olll side the field, In thlS

study the effeet of the shielding on the depth dose distributions and dose profiles at dille,enl

depths is studied based on experimental data. The cones varied in size ha\'ening diameters of

Scm, 7cm and 9cm, and the electron energies ranged from 6 MeV to 22 MeV. The depth

dose curves and dose profiles (at two diffcrcnt depths in lhe phantom) were measured and

computed with and without thc lead shielding I'm thc various combinations of cone sizes and

electron energies using a water phanlom to simulate the paticnt. It was found lhat the

presence of lead increases on average across the treatment area the dose to the tumour from

2% up to 5%, while the dose outside the cone reduced by as much as 75%. Both

measurement and calculations "ere found to be in agreement.

Niroomand-Rad A ct a], tM]perlonned an experiment on "EjJecr of field Irregularities on

the dose distribulion of 4.1vfVph%n beam", In this study they found OLlt the slrong

dependence of dose distribution of the irregularly shaped fields on the shape of field
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irregularities. The effect of field irregularities on the unifomlily of the dose distribution ofa

4MV photon beam \vas found significant. The unifomlity index of the blocked field \vhich is

a measure of the dose uniformity of the field had been compared to it~ eorre.\ponding

unhlocked to field. The measured and computer calculated dose are compared for points

"ith I and 2cm from the edge of the field irregularities at the deplh of IDem. The

discrepancies between the computer calculated dose and the measured dose wcre in

agreement.

Paliwal DR ct al. t6;)carried out a study on "Emlualion and qualify conlrol oi" commercial

3-D dose compen.la/or system". In thi, study a commercially available ~onware/hardware

system for alllomatcd dcsign and fractionatlOn of lhree dimensional dose compen~ator molds

hud been tested for aCCUl'acyand pre~i~ion as wcII as for its ability to pro' ide adeqllatc do,e

compen,ation at depth, In 19 head and neck patients (38 compensators) the usc of

customi:<ed compensator resulted in an average reduction of dose variation in the larget

volume from 13,8% (range 7%-21%) ,,~ith uncompcnsated parallel opposed 11elds to 4.5%

(range 2% - 7%) with custom-compensated parallel opposed fields. A similar reduction was

seen in the dose variation across lung tumor volume,. The custom eompen,ator were also

tested for accuracy of fabrieation and positioning; both \\iere found to be accurate \vithin

:t1nun of the de,ign specifications for all compensator tested. Last, the dosimetric propertie,

of the compensators were studied. Thc ratios of open-beam dose profile, to measured

compensated beam do,e profilcs were compared with the ratio ofsimi[ar profile, calculated

with a treatment platming s}stem. The ratios were equal within +?- 9%. thu, providing

evidence 01" the fidelity of the compensator to lts design and the accuracyor- the lreatment

plalming algorithm.

Harunar Ra~hid et al. [29]worked on the "fnves/igarion of doses in irregular fields usually

encountered in rouline radiotherapy pra(:tices.'. For this purpose, 14 irregular fields were

simulated in solid acrylic phantoms, of whieh 10 were used in the invesligation of doses for

photon beam from 60Coteletherapy unit and the rest 4 were used in lhe ease of 6MV photon

beam from Linac-Mevatron 7445. The averaged of the mean percentage differences with 1sd

between directly measured dose values at those points in open fields for 6~COand for 6MV

Linac-Mevatron 7445 were 6.85% :t 3.08 (range 2.59% - 1I .62%) and 4.04% :t 1.50 (range
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1.34% _7.04) respectively, The mean value of the coefficients of correlation (r) bet'Ween the

directly measured dose values in irrcgular fields and the cakttlateJ dosc valucs in the

corrcsponding fields of 60CO and 6MV Linac-Iv!evatron 7445 "ere 0,9929 :l: 00034 and

0,9491: Cl.06whilc this value was 0.935 1: 0,44 ",-hen BIF wa.>used in place of off axis dose

ratios in Day's dose calculation formula. The averagcd of thc mean differences with 1sd

between directly measured dosc ,,'alues and calculated dose values by Day's method in the

ease of 60CO were 1.39 :l: 0.49 (range 0.02% - 4.16%) and 4.20%:t 1.05 (range 0.02%-

12.77%) for 6OCO",hile 2.63%:t 0.75 (0.59% -5.55%) and 2.1%:t 0,23 (range 0.02%-

5.6%) fol' 6Y1VLinae respcctively.
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2.2 Literature Review

2.2.1 Photon Beam Dosimetry

Review

Photons are indire~tly ionizing. thm is they bring about their ionization by a two.stage

process. In the first stage. they mteraet with matl~r to produce electrons (and positrons) and

these charged panicles th~n produce ioniZiltion along their tracks. The enel'gy transfened

from the photon beam to the irradiated material depends first on the photon interaction

coefficients of the material. These eoeffiei~nts vary rapidly with photon energy, and fol'

most interactions, with the atomic number of lhe material. In radiotherapy, treatment beams

contain not only the relallvcly high-energy photons ti-om (he target but also a combination of

photons and electrons scatterGd from the collimation ~ystem. Jaws, flatteners, monitor

chambers, wedges. blocks. and even trays produCG relatively low-energy photons and

electrons that "~ontaminate" the photon beam. This scatler from the collimation syStem is

always present. but the amount reaching the palient increases as more of the surface area of

the jaws is "visible" al the patient location. Ther~rore_ a~ field size increases, the s~alter

component of the beam increases. Since scattered photons arc lower ill energy than the

initial photons and since the electrons produ~ed are easily stopped in tissue, the deplb Qt- dOl"

tends to de~rease somewhat as the field size increases. in fact, in a 6Oeo beam the surface

dose can be a> much as 110% of the dose al dOl'"just because of this unwanted rad,ation

from collimator scatter of very large fields!)!). The common abbreviations u~ed in treatment

planning of photon beams are discussed hellow:

Dose and distance terms

Incident dose (ID) is defined as the dose to the depth of maximum do~e (dm",,) in tissue. The

depth of dOl""depends on beam energy and field size. Generally, the greater the energy, lhe

greater the dm" .Also, lhe larger the field size, the smaller the dmdX • Although dOl" for a

given beam is not tTtlI)'constant, in clinical usage it is considered to be constant.
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Fig.S: Depths and di,lan"es are a[l measured along the central ray. The tield ,in is d.fi"ed
at the ,kin Or pbantom sunace, at the SSD. [t can also be defined at lb. axis "hen SAD or
jsocemnc techniques are used.

The fig.5 ilIustwtes the common abbrevIations used in treatment planning and patient setup.

The distance from (he source to the skin of the patient (or the phantom) is called the source

(0 skin distance (SSD). The sizc of the r3dia(ion field at the surface is called thc field

size(fs). The distance from (he to the point PJ is the ~ource to axis distance {SAD}. The two

points of intcrest in the phantom, PI andP), are located rcspectively at the deplhs of dm"" and

the center of the tumor, d. The ahsorbed dosc at these two points will generally be !D and

D{dose at dcpth, d), respectively. Both of these points arc on the central beam axis, called

the central ray (CR). In general, simple calculations in patient dosimetry are performed for

points on the central ray. Points not on the central ray are called off-axis points{7ll.

In fig.5 the dose at point E long the CR is called the exit dose. While it may seem

inconsequential here, the exit dose is sonietimes a limiting factor in the use of very high-

energy photon beams. In fact, in early elinical work \vith betatron x-ray beams, radiation

oncologists were some times surprised by skin reactions on the exit rather than entrance side

of their patients. For example, a patient of 20 em thickness irradiated to the mediastinum

with a 20MV photon beam could receive a skin dose about 10-20% of the dose at dm,. while

the exit dose at 20cm from the patient's Ihmt side surface would be about 53%. With a dm""
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dose of 70 gray, skin at lhe eAit point could reeei,-e a total of 37 Crywith only 7-14 Gy given

to the skin at the entran~el'lJ

Output Factor

Output of therapy machines is mea,\Lred in Rimin in air (or coulomblkglmin in SI unit,) for

low energy X-rays and 6GCO beam,. For linear accelerator beams, however, the ompul is

expressed in eGy/(rads) at dm" in phantom per monitor unit (mu), The cgy/mu or rads/mu

for a given therapy beam varies wIth lhe ficld size, The larger the Jield, lhe greater the

output per monitor unit for linear a~celerut\ler bcam, and the omput per minLlle l'or oOCo

machmes Thc rca,on is that as the field s;ye mcreascs, the amount of radlUt10n scattered

ba~k to dm" by the phantom or patient also mcreases, fhere is also increased forward

scattering by the jaws and change in ba~kscattenng to the monitor chamber, The factor thal

describes lhe~e effects is the field size eorrectioll factor (CIJ and is defined as follows:

Dose at dm",for a field ~J7e(fs)C,., = ------------------
Dose at d",~, for a slandard field size (e.g. IOx10)

Where the field size is fs and !Oem xlOcm is the standard field size. Cr, values vary \\,ith

lield size for different energy of clinical phuton beams, The omput factors are normalized to

a 10 em x 10 em field size (i.e.. Cts is 1.00 for thc 10 em ~ 10 em field size). Field Slzes lei:,

than 10 em x 10 em will have Cr, values greater than I,

The shape of the CI, curve varie, \\(ith energy and also \Vilhmanufacturer. Therefore, it muSI

be measured for every trealment Llnic For any given machine, Cr, is "ailed as a function of

field size (or jaw) setting no maller what the clinical S~D[;lt.

Equipment Attenuation Factors

Any device (hat intercept, the treatment beam atlenuates the beam, reducing the dose to the

patient. Blocking trays and treatment tables arc examples of such devices. Any calculation

of time or MU to deliver prescribed doses mllst take this attenuation into account. The factor

that corrects for this attenuation of the device is called C,ttn:

Dose with de\'ice in radiation heam

Dose without device in radiation beam
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C,,," is const<mt for each device ami beam quality i~ related to field sil.e and depth of

measurcment to only a minor extent, For example, ill a 0 MY hearn, introduemg a 0 6 cm

thick tray reduces the b~am intensity by 3%, I3ec'l\lse lhe (ransmission factor~ depend to a

minor on field size and depth of me<lSLUcmcnt.data should be taken at the same depth and

field size. c.g" 10 em depth and 10 cm x IOem field,

Treatment tablc Cll" is also importanl in treatment calculations. Often the construction of a

treatment table is non-uniform. There m<lYbe heavy bars only at the sides or only at the

sides or only in the middle e>fthe patient table. Usually these suppe>rt structures should be

avoided in patient (reatment ; however, sometime~ this is impassible. Rotational treatment

requires the beam to hit the bars at some points in ils motion, In the~e cases, trcatment

calculations are often performed. ignoring the pre,enee of the bars in the isodose

distribution; the ban are then <ICCOLlntedfor using (he average attenuation of the table I'll.

Patient Attenuation Factor

The patient or phantom factor is a significant factor in dose calculation. Like, I3SF, the

factors that deseribe beam attenuation by the patient are dependent on beam energy, scatter,

and beam geometry, The most common parameters used to qnantif)' attenuation are depth

dose (DO), tissue-air ratio (TAR) and tissue maximum ratio (TMR), As depth increases in a

patient or phantom, all of these factors gct smaller, because of greater attenuation; i.e., there

is more tissue to absorb the radiation, Also, if the field size increases but other parameters

remain unchanged, thcse attenuation factors all increase because of greater scatter v.ithin the

patient. E"en though DO, TAR, and TMR are related, (hcir values and the way in which

they are used arc quite differeot I7IJ.

Photon Energy and Electronic Equilibrium

The concept of exposure is confined to the photon beams in air and has an importaoce in

radiother<lpy. lis advantage in radiotherapy lies in faet that both the measurement of

exposure in air and its conversion to absorbed dose in tissue is relatively casy[lI.Jll. A free

air or standard ion chamber is an instrument used in the quantitative measurement of

exposure in the unit of roentgen. According to the definition of roentgen, the electrons

produced by photons in a specified volume must spent all their energies by ionization in air

enclosed in the region of ion collected and the total ionic charge of either sign should be
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measured. However, some electrons produced in the specified volume may deposit their

energy outside the region of ion collection and thus may not be measured, On the other

hJnd, electrons produced outside the specified volume may enter the ion collecting region

and produce ionization there, Under the ab'we circumstances, if the ionization 10s.1 is

compen,ated by the ionization gained. a condition known as electrouic equilibrium exists

iJ).1516J,Thedefinition of roentgen to be effectively satisfied, electrons produced hy the

photon bealll in the chamber air or us volume must spend all of their energy by ionvation of

air or gas molecules in the chamber Such a condition can exist only if the range of the

electrons liberaled hy the incident photons is less lhan the distancc between the collecting

electrodes across the chamber gas volume. In addition, for electronic equilibrium to exist,

the beam inteosity (photon fluence per unit time) must remain constant across the length of

specified gas ,olume. Accurate measuremcnt of exposure according to the definition lO its

unit "Roentgen" requircs a considerable eare. A few corrections that are usually applied

include: (a) correction for air or gas atlenuation (b) corrections lor rccombination of ion~ (cl

corrcctions for the effects of temperature. pre%urc atld humidity on the density of air or gas

and (d) correction tOr ionization produced bv scattered photon~. Tbere are limilations on (he

design of a standard chamber for the mea.<,urcment of expo~ure in rocntgens for high-energy

photon beams. As the photon energy increases, the range of the electrons liberated in air or

gas also increages rapidly. this necessitates an increase in lhe separation bel\veen the

collceting electrodes especially in free air ion chamber to maintain required electronic

equilibrium. Too largc a separarion, however, creates problems of non-uniform electric field

and greater ion recombination. Although the separation can be reduced by using air (gas) at

high pressures, the problems still remain in rcgard to air allelll13tion, photon scatter, and

reduction in the efficiency of ion collection, Because of these problems, there is an upper

limit on the photon energy above \vhich the roentgen can not be measured accurately. This

limit has heen observed to OCCLlrat about 3 MeVi76-'IJ Onc mnst realize lhat the exposure is

nOI exactly appropriate for u<,ein radiation dosimetry, since one is rarely concerned aboul

the ionization capacity of a photon beam in air medium. However, in terms of aclual

measurements, electrical charge or current can easily be measured accurately with fairly

simple apparatus. Tberefore, the unit roentgen is still used for photon beam with energy less

than 3"MeV[23,41J. Free air ion chamber satisfactorily fulfills the requirements for the

mcasurement of exposure in roentgen according to its definition but it is too delicate and
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bulky for routine use. Its main function is in the primary standard dosimetry laboratories

where it is used only for calibration of secondary instruments designed for field use such as

a thimble chamber.

2.2.2 Geometry of Photon Beams

2.2.2.1 Photon beam collimation and shaping

The broadened, symmetrical. and flat photo~ heam is collimated for treatment u,ing a

eombinatio~ of two pail's continuously movable pws in the head of LlNAC or telethewpy

unit, known as the upper a~d lower iaws. The J'lws pl'Ovide a rectangular opening ranging

from OxO em' to the maximum field size of 40x40 cm2 at a diSlance of SO cm from the

source. The collimator is u,uully mude of a singlc block of tungsten, depleted uranium, or

lead, which allowed less than 5% transmission of the radiation beum. Some LINACs have

mol'C flexibly designed devices such as asymmetne (or independent) jaws. 'I hcse are pairs of

x-ray collimators thut cun move independently. That i, one jaw can be moved [0 lhe midline

or even across il while the other ja'W is ~till open. Sub,tilu.ting for jaws, a yet more eomplex

development is the multi-leaf collimutor, \\ihich is made of many stats of meml that can

move independently 10shape a field mu.ch in a manner similar to custom-made blocks.

Shielding of v)(ul organs \\.ithin a radiution Jield is one of the major concerns of

radiotherapy. Considerable time and effort are spent in shuping fields not only to protect

critical organs but also to avoid unnecessury irradiation of the surrounding normal tissue.

Skin sparing is an important property of megavoltage pholon beams. and every effort should

be directed to mainlaining this effecl when irradiating normal skin. The shaping oftreatmenl

fields is primarily dictated by tumor distribution -local extensions us well as regional

metastases. Not only should the dose to vital organs not exceed their lolerance but the dose

to normal tissue, in general should be minimIzed. As long as the turget volume includes,

with adequate margins, the demonstrated tumor a<;well as its ptesumed occult spreud,

sigllifica~t irradiation of lh~ normal tissue outside this volume must be avoided as much as

possible.

Shielding blocks are most commonly made of lead. The thickness of lead required to

provide adequate pwteclion of the shielding meas depends on the beam quality and the
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allowed tnm~n1lS~lOnthrough the block. A prim"-\)' beam transmission of 5% through the

block is considered acceptable for nlo~t clinical situations. lfn is the number of half-value

laycrs to achieve this transmission,

1-=0,05
2"

2"=_1_=20
0.05

nlog2=log20

n=log20=432
log2 .

Thu~ a thickness of lead bet\\iccn 4.5 and 5.0 half-valuc layel's would gl\'e less than 5%

primary beam tran5mi,<,~ionand is, therefore, recommended for most clinical shielding.

Shielding against primary radiation for superficial and ortho\'oltagc beams is readily

accomplished by thin sheets of lead that can be placed or molded on the skin surface.

However. as the beam energy increases to the mcgavoltage range, the thickness of lead

required for shielding increases substantially. The lead blocks are then placed above the

patient supported in the beam on a transparent plastic tray. called the shadow tray, Although

the pl'imary beam transmission can be reduced further by using extra thick blocks, the

reduction in dose in the shielded region may not be that significant due to the predominance

of scattered radiation from the adjoining open areas of the field.

The only possible field shaping through the collimators of the therapy unit is square or

rectangular shapes. Most target volumes, however have more complicated shapes than that.

Seconda!} lield shaping is therefore necessary, A tray can be attached to the collimator onto

"hich secondary beam-shaping blocks are placed. Such blocks are usually consist of lead

bricks which have a thickness of 5 HVL, so that they transmit about 5% of the dose [241,
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2.2.2.2 Photon Beam Shaping Blocks

The shiclding blocks in radiation fields havc important clinical application. Diverging

blocks made with lead alloys compensate for (he geometric divergence ofthc beam,

Ideully, the blocks should be shaped or tapercd so that their sides follow the geometric

divergence of the beam, Thi, minimizes the block transmission penumbra (partwl

transmission of the beam at the edges of tbe block), However, divergent blocks offer little

advantage for beams with large gcometric penumbra. Divergcnt blocks arc most suited for

beams huving smull focal spots. Since the sides of these bloch follow beam divcrgence, one

can reduce the lateral dimensions hy designing the shield; for designing the shields for

smaller sonrce-to-block distances without increasing the block transmission penumbra.

Diverging blocks can be made in an unlimited numbel of shapes and can match beam

geumetry, The blocked width on the skin .\urface can be determined applying the

relationship

Obiect size

STD

Imagc size

ssn

Whcre SID = Source to Tra} Distance
SSD = Source to Surface Distance

For instance, if a block obstruct a 2cmx4 cm at tbe blocking tray then the blocked area on

the patient's skin at 100 cm ssn can be found by applying the above relation a\

2cm Xem

65cmSTD 100cmSSD

X=3,lcm

The projected blocked dimension of the width. 2 cm, will measure 3.1 em on thc patient,

shown in fig. 6. Similarly, the length, 4 em, will be 6.2 cm. The converse shonld also be

true- if one knows the dimensions that require blocking on the skin surface, then the actual

size of the blocks on the tray should simply be proportional to the ration of STD to SSD,
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Ellocking <ray ~

Skin surface ~

Table ~
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2 em of light seen on
lead block

3.1 tm shadow ,oon on
pallent's ,kin

Fig,6: The "idth ofthe light field vi,ualized on lhe block is directly prop[)rtional
to the visualized dimellsionon the patient's skin.

CuSl(Jmizcd shielding using metal allows with diYergmg cdges is a method of beam block

construction where the edges of th~ blocks conform to the beam geometry. \Vhen oriented

correctly, penumbra and the potential for partial beam transmission are greatly reduced as

seen in fig. 7(a). The custom block system uses a low melting alloy,

Dlv<rgmgblOt'_=:;;i===j~_~[~==J<c-: Non-Div.rglng
Tray Block

/ \

Fig. 7(a): Beam blocks The standard, non-divergingblock is shown on the tray at the right. A diverging block

is shown on the left. The diverging bloek conforms with the beam dlvergence and produoes a crisp block

shadow on the film. The slandard block has partial tranSmiSSlOnof the beam at the edge, which will result in

more penumbra on the image.
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Posillon

Fig. 7(b): The plot of the beam inlt",l!) demon'trmes the advarltage o!"(hc di\'erging
over tile Ilon-dl\'<rgittg blook

Lipowilz mctal (brand name, Cerro bend), which has a density' uf9.4 glcm' at 20DC(-83%

of lead density). This material consists of 50.0% bismuth, 26,7% lead, 13.3% tin, and 10.0%

cadmium, The main ad,'antage of Cerro bend over Icad is that it melts at about 70°C

(compared with 327vC for lead) and, therefore, can be easily C<lstinto any ,hapc. At room

temperature. it is harder than lead. The minimum thickness 01'Cerro bend hlocks required

for blocking is calculated using its density ratio rdative to lead In the megavoltage range of

photon beams, the most commonly used thickness is 7.5 cm, which is equivalcnt to aboul 6

cm orpurc !eadl71J,

2.2.3 Exposure in Air and Medium

Exposure is a quantit} expressing the amount of ionization caused in air by X- or y-

radiation, Onc exposurc unit or X-llIlit is defined as that quantity of X or y-radiation that

produces ions in air carrying I coulombs of charge (of either sign) per kg of air (i.e, X-unit =

I elkg air). A roentgen (R) is an exposure of x- or gamma radiation such that the associated

corpuscular emission (i,e .. ions - electrons and positi\'e aloms or molecules) per 0,001293

gram of dry air produces, in air, ions carrying I electrostatic umt of charge (eSll) of either

sign. [In SI units: I roentgen = lR = 2.58 x 10.~coulomb/kg of dry air)]'

Air has a density of 0.001293 g/cc and is defined very much lower than lhat of tissue like

material. Hence the intensity' or e:-;:posurerate at different distances can be calculated purely

by inverse square law with out considering attenuation by the air medium. For example, 1
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em of tissue like material will absorh approximately 5% of the ,0Co radiation while the

equivalent thiekness of air "ill be ]10.001293 = 775 em, For the normal distance used in

radiotherapy units, 80 cm means a lillIe bit morc than 0.5% of ab~orption for !.DCo beam. For

low energy hearn. say with a lmm AI HVT, the attenuation per em of tissue material is

about 30%. With the normal operating treatment distance of 50 em or less, the attenuation

due to the air medium is in the order of 2%tb,Hl.701. A low attenuation means few photon

interaction in air. hence there will be very fe'~ scattered photons originated in thc medium

between th~ source and the point under consideration. At the same time. Sinee very few

photon interactions occur within the air medium, there will be very few secondary electrons

produced. Consequently. the air medium except very low energy photons and a very large

di,tance could be considered as an empty when considering scattered photons. electron

contamination and attenuation of X. or y-ray lJesllls17-l1. However. in the case or tissue

likc material, the picture is quit dil"ierent. All the efl"eets mentioned above play important

roles in dosimetry. Whcn a beam of photons incident on the surface of a large tissue like

phantom. placed at a distance of SSD (Source to Surface Distance) away, some of the

photons "ill interdct with the phantom material and generate high speed electrons. 1he

absorbed dose in the medium due to the deposition or energy from these electrons along

their track through the medIUm. An electron will deposit all its energy \vithin its maximum

range and thus the elTeet of an electron in a medium can be represented by a line equal to the

length of its maximum range. The absorbed dose at a depth in the medium depends on how

many (}f such tracks are cro;,sing that level. The electron tracks at the surface of the phantom

generated due to photon mteracli(lfiS with Ihe phantom material can be depicted as shown in

:> >
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Fig.8 : Electron tracks in a m.dium.
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For simplicity, all the tracks are ~hoVvnat the direction ofthc radiation beam, If the number

of tracks at different depths are counted, one will found that the number of tracks start off

from 0 at the interface and lncreases with increa$mg depth, to a maximum at a depth equal

to thc electron rangc, The number of tracks remains constant from there 011. ScaUered

photons are produced in the pilantom; some of them will produce electrons in the backward

direetionl",] 59J,The CUl'Vereaches the maximum value at about the same deptil, and then

starts decreasing, The decrease is due to the combined effect of inverse square law and

tissue attenuation. The effect of the absorhed dose increases from a low value at the surface

to a maximum at a certain depth is called the build up effect. and this region of mcreasing

dose is called the build up reglOn, At the po,itioll of the maximum, electronic equllihriulll is

said to have been achieved, whlch indicates to the fact at this position, the electrons entering

a small volume are equal to the number of electrons leaving the vulume.

2,2.4 Bragg. Gray Theory

It is alreudy mentioned that calculation of absorbed dose is subjected to some major

limitations like: it may not be used for photons above energy 3 MeV and may not be used in

cases where electronic equilibritlm dose not eXlst etc, Further to this, the term exposmc

applies only to x and y radiations and fot that rea>olls the above mentioned methods are not

valid for practical dusimctry. The Bragg-Gray theory, on the other hand, may be u,ed with

such restrictions to calculate dose directly Ii-om ion chamber measurements in a medium.

According to Bragg-Gray theory, the ionization pwduced in a gas-filled cavity placed in a

medium is related to the energy ab,orbcd in the slmounding medium. When the cavity is

sufficiently small so that it, introduction into the medium doe, not alter the nnmber or the

number or distribution of the electrons that \vould exist in the medium without thc cavity,

then the follo\ving Bragg-Gray relationship is s<ltisfied]l4,2!£]I.

D =J W (']"'" (23)
mJ "e'p ,

Dm,dis the absorbed dose in !he medium(in absence of the cavity), Jg is the ionization charge

of one sign produced per unit mass of !he cavity gas, and (~J~Is a weighted mean ratio of

the mass stopping power of the medium to thut of the gas for the electrons crossing the
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cavity. The product of Jg(W/c) is the encrgy absorbcd per unit mass of the cavity gas. The

conditiom which must be [Lllfiilcd for its validity is that the detector(chamber) should be

such tbat the fluence of charged particles entcring the chambcr cavity should bc the same as

that prescnt at the samc positiotl in the undisturbed mcdium!16] This Bragg-Gray

relationshIp ha~ been modified by Spencer and Attn and uses thc following

relationshLp!]l 3.11.

-(-)""W L-J - -D",J - ". e
p ,

Where (;) is the averagc restricted mass colli~ional stopping power of electrons

2.2.5 Tissue Equivalent Phantom

It is seldom possible to meusure dose distribution directly in patients treated with radlUtion.

Dose distribution iire almost entirely derived from mea;uremcnts in phantoms- tissue

equivalent materials, usually large cnough in volume to providc fuil-scutter conditions for

the givcn beam. T,SSUCequivalent phantom materials are those which behavc in much the

samc way as the hody tissue,; when irradiated. From the analysis of the absorption processes,

it is elear that a phantom material must have an effective atomic number very close to that of

the tissue it simulates becausc of the dcpendence of photoelectric absorption and pair

production processes on atomic number Z, an electron density elose to that of the tissue

simulated because of the dependence of the Compton scattering process on the number of

electrons per gram, and because spatial measurements are to be made in the phantom

material the density or specific gravity should be as close as pos.qiblc to that of tissue

simulated!I;) Dose distribution are usually measured in a water phantom \\.hich closely

approximates the radiation absorption and scattering properties of muscle and other soft

tissues. A water phantom. however, poses some practical problems when used in

conjunction with ion chambers and other detectors which are affected by water, unless they

arc designed to be waterproof. Since it is not ahvuys possible to put radiation detectors in

water, solid dry phantoms have been developed as substitntes for water. Ideally, For a given

material to be tissue or water equivalent, it must have the same effective atomic number,

number of electrons per gram, and mass density. However, since the Compton effeet is the
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most predominant mode of mteraction for megavoltage photon beams in the clinical range,

the necessary condition for water equivalence for such beams is the same electron density

(number of electrons per cubic centimeter) as that of",ater,

2.2.6 Transfer of Absorbed Dose from one Medium To another

Although water is lhe pl'ima,y reference medium fm dO.lecalibrations, other media such as

polystyrene and aCl)'lic are fr~qu~nlly us~d for dosc measurements, If a plastic phantom is

used for calibration. the ab,(\rhcd do.ie to the plaslic sh,'uld first be calculated and then

transferred to absorbed dose 10water. Further transfer of this dose to absorhed dose to tissue

is considered as part of the treatmcnt planning procedme and of the basic calibration.

The dose to any medium is related to dose to ",ateI' by the following expression:

____________________________--I 2 5)

provided the spectral distribution and energy flLlenceof photolls at the point of measurement

in the medium is lhe same at a comparablc poinl in waler. Because of the electron dcnsity

(electrons per cubic centimeter) differences between plastic phantoms and water, additional

corrections fvr effective depth, geometl)', and scatter are <:ometimes nccessary. In the case of

polystyrene, these corrections arc significant, since the electron density of polystyrene is

vel)' dose to that of water. However, the electron densit;' of acrylic is significantly higher

and therefore significant corrections are required when acrylic phantoms arc used for

dosimetry.

Suppose Dpi,,,,,, (d',r ,SSD) is the dose measured in a plastic phantom at the central axis of a

beam where d' is the depth, r is the field size at the surface, and SSD is the source-surface

distance. This dose can be transferred to dose in water by (he fol1o"ing relationship:

_ 'D [f,mJO"'"' (SSD+d'J' TAR(r~,d) _
D•.", (d,r,SSD)-DrI"",,(d ,r.55 ). ' . () (26)" p, SSD+d TAR rJ.d

1""""
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vv'her~d is giyen by

d=d' .'~I'I,,""
,II".~"

SSD+d
rd = r.

SSD

_______• •• _--- -- --- -- -- --( 2 7)

!i is the mean attenuation coefficient of th~ beam and P, is the electron density of plastic

relative to that of water. In the mega\'oltage range where Compton effect i~ pr~dominant,

110'."', may be approximated by Po' In the range of clinically used mcgavoltage beams, the
,11 •• _",,,

ratio ~,"'"".., is clo~e to 1.01 for polystyrene and 1.14 for Lucite,

f1 "''''''
The SSD ~orre{;tion in equation (2) is neeessitated by the shift of the point of measurement

in the plastic phantom to the corresponding point in water. The term involving the ratio of

TARs (or TMRs) corrects for differences in scatter between plastic and water for the same

geometric field.

2.2.7 Scattering Effect in Radiotherapy Practices

The exposure at the surface of a phantom or any medium other than air is substantially

grcat~r than the exposure at the samc point if no phantom or medium v"ere pre,ent.

Therefore, phantom or other media material lS r~sponsible for scattering of radlation back to

the Sllrface and this contribution is known as back scalier at the point "here the beam axis

centers the phantom or other medium is expressed as percentage of the contribution duc to

primary radiation and is termed as percentage back scatter. This percentage backscatter

increases with the area of the field irradiated and "ith the thickness of the underlying

tissues. The amount of hack scatter is larger for comparatively low energy photon beanl and

decreases with increasing beam energy\Jll,
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2,2.7.1 Dose Build up

At megavoltage energies. the scattered radiation is more in the following direction and gives

rise to less scattered radlatioll outside the edges ol'the beam. This effeet is eVldmced in the

isodose charts of orthovoltage and megavoltage photon beams. Analysis of Compton

seattering also shows that the recoil electron is ejected more in forward direction with

increasing kinetic energ) and the range of recoil electron in orthovoltage is extremely small

but in the case of megavoltage, the range of recoil electron is comparable and thus there is

an initial budd up of dose which becomes more and more pronouneed as the cnerg:) i~

increased In the case of orthovoltage or lo\\( energy x-raY8, the dose builds up to a

maxImum on or yer)- close to the surface. But for higher energy beams. the point of

maximum dosc lies deeper into thc tissue or phantolll. The region het\vecn the smface and

the point ofmaximulll dose is called the dose bllild up region, A simple explanation to this

effect is that excessive thin layer of tissue produces fasl electrons, which in turn deposits

their energy in several layers oftbsue beyond their point ()f origin. Altbough kerma m these

layers is constant, the energy deposited in each layer (absorbed dose) depends on the number

of electrons passing through !he layer, and the number increases as each layer adds electrons

to the electron flux from the preceding layers. This increa>es until the electrons released

only replaced those. \\-hieh have come to the end of their range. The dose build up thus

reaches a maximrun at a depth determined by the range of the electrons and therefore by the

energy of the photon beam, In practice, the kerma i; no! quite constant but falls as the

primary radialion undergoes absorption and attenuation, with (he result that the depth of the

dose maximum is slightly less thall the maximum range of the secondary electrons The

depth of the peak in centimeters is approximately a quarter of the x-ray energy in megavolt,

(2 em at 8 MV etc), 60CObeing approximate!)' 5 cm higher energy beams ha\-e grealCr

penetrating power and thus deliver a higher percentage depth dose, If the effects of inverse

square law and scattering are no! considered, the percentage depth dose variation with depth

is governed approximately by exponential attenuation. Thus the beam quality affects !hc

percentage depth dose by virtue of the average attenuation eoefficien! J1 which when

decreases, the more penetrating the beam becomes, resulting in a higher percentage depth

dose at any given depth beyond the build up region.
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2.2.7.2 Skin Sparing Advantage

A~ high-energy photons enter a patient or phantom, Ihey set electron~ into motion, primarily

through Compton interactions. In such interactions, the motion of the Compto~ electrons is

predominantly in the forward direction, so there is a net flow of electrons deeper mto the

patient. Tile conCUlTent slow lng of the~e electrons deposits energy in the patient, Thercfore,

dose begins to rise as the electrons slow down and deposit their energy. Thus, a depth

related to the ayerage distance that the Compton electrons travel is sparcd some of the dose

of the incoming beam. The average distance traveled by electrons in a 6~CObeam is 0.5 cm,

\vhieh is the d",axof 6Oeo unit.

~Dose

Photon intensity

Fig.9: /In illustrotion oflho property of skin sporing. The photon intensity i,
maximwn 01 the 'urface white Ih. maKimum dose occurs at d""",

For megavoltage beam such as ~oCoand higher energies the surface dose is much smaller

than the dose at the depth of d",,,,,This dose build up effect of the higher energy beams is

clinically known as the skin sparing effect and offers a distinctive advantage over the lower

energy beams for which the Dm" occurs at the skin surface. Thus, with high energy

(megavoltage) photon beams, higher doses can be delhered to deep seated tumour without

exceeding the tolerance of the skin. This, of course, is possible becau~e of both the higher

percent depth dose at the tumour and the lower surface dose at the skin!L]. A simple

explanation to this regards is that as the higher energy photons enter a patient or phantom,

they set electrons into motion, primarily through Compton interactions. In such interactions,

the motion of the Compton is predominantly inthc for",ard dircctions, so there is a net flow

of electrons deeper into the patient. The concurrent slowing of these electrons deposits
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energy in the patient. Therefore, the do~e begins to rise as the electrons slow down and

depo,it their energy. Thus, a depth related to the average distance that the Compton

electrons travel is spared some of the dose of the incoming beaml87]

2.2.8 Dose distribution in Patient or Phantom

When a beam of radiation is incident on a patient or phantom, the absorbed dose in the

patient or phantom varies with depth, An es<;cntial step in the dose calculation system is to

eslabhsh depth dosc varialion along lhe central axis of the beam. One way of characterizing

thc ccntral axis dose dl"tribution is to normalize the dosc at depth with re,pect to dose at

referenee depth and represent lhe dose profile as perccntage depth dose along the central

axis of lhe incident bcam.lvlathcmatically, the percentage or percent depth dose is given by

p= D" xlOO.
D"

where D"is the dose at depth d and Du, is the do,e at refercnce depth do' For ortho\'oltage

(upto about 400 kV~) and low energy photons the reference depth du is usually the ,urface

i,e., d<J= O. For higher energy photons beams, tile reference depth is taken as thc depth at

which the peak ah<;orbed do,e is occured (i.e., dG= dm), ]n clinical pracl;ce, this peak

absorbed dose on thc centwl axis is sometimes called the maximum dose, the dose

maximum, the gi~en dose or simply the D",,, .

__" -- ----- ---. --- (2 8)

A number of parameters affect the central axis depth dose distribution, These include beam

qnality or energy. depth, field size and sh<lpc, source to surface distance and beam

collimation. For a given beam, the dose ",ill fall with increasing depth owing to the

absorption in the successive layer of the medium and the increasing distance from the target

following inverse sqnare law. Superimposed on this radiation flOm the target will be the

scattered radiation which results from the Compton scattering processes within the beam

penetratmg medium. The magnitude of the<;c effects depends on the beam quality, its size

and shape and lhe nature of the medinm itself. Fig,lO shows the central axis depth dose

curve for a 6iJCo beam along with the contribution from scatter plotted separately.
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Fig, 10: Percentage depth d"" Cllrve fOTA "'Co & G, 250 kV bcam sho\\'mg The
,elative mogn ,lude of dose conlribm,d b} the ,caltered rad,.l,o"

At orthovohagc cnergieb. thc cxpo:;ure to the smfuce (zcro depth) i" gignificantly affectcd by

scattered radiation 'while radiation in thc ca:;e of ttlcgavoltage energics, the S\lrl'acc dose is

less ami builds up to a maximum at some distancc below the surface, This build up is a

physical phenomcnon, which cxplains the skin sparing effcct of megavoltage radiations and

is onc of the principal advantagcs of thesc higher energy beams in radiotherapy. The

expo~urc at the s\lrfacc of the phantom is substantially greater than the exposure at the samc

point if no phantom \vere present. This is because the phantom material is scattering block to

thc surface a considerable amount of as backscatter. The pcrcentage Df backscaUer increases

with the arca of the field irradiated and with [he thickness of the underlying phantom

materia!. The amount of back scatter at the surface of an irradiated ph,mwm varies in a

complicated 'Waywith beam quality, It is larger for a beam quality orO.8 mm Cu-HVT thc

deep therapy region and falls as the beam quality increases, i.e., as the Comptun scatter

becomes incrcasing in thc fOI\vard dlrection as well as decreasing in magnitude. It also falls

with softer quality beams where Compton interactions are swamped by photoelectric

interactions are absorbed. At its maximum, the percentage backscatter can rcach 50% and is,

tberefore, very importantt49.53J.

The percentage dcpth dose (beyond the depth of maximum dose) increases with bcam

energy. Higher energy beam bave greater penetrating power and thus deliver a higher

percentage depth dose fig.ll the effects of the inverse square law and scattering are not

considered, the percentage variation of depth dose with depth is governed approximately by
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exponcntial attenuation, Thus, the beam quality affects the percentage d~pth dose by virtue

ofth~ avcrage attenuation coeffic1\~nt 1-/ of the medIUm.

4MV

10 MY 25 MV

/

3.0 mrn Cu HVL

IOMV

3 0 rnm C" I1VL

D 5 10 15 2ll 25

Depth in ",mer (em)

Fig.11: Central axlS depth dose for di fferent quality photon beams, Field sjze jOxI0 em. SSD ~ 100
em for ajj beams except for 3,0 mm eu I-NL, SSD ~ 50 em.

The percentage depth at all points other than the central point is less than 100%. The beam

intensity at any point p (say) off the axis of the field will be dropped to a value following

inverse square law sueh as intensity at p which if 5 cm (say) off the axis will be

________________________• (29)SSD'
.'lSD' +5'

IfSSD ~ 80 em, then intensity at p will be 0,996. Thus using beam inten~ity factor the doses

at different points in the field can also be approximatel} calculated,

2.2.8.1 Effect of Field Size and Shape on Depth Dose

field size may be specified either geometrically or dosimetrieally. The geometrical field size

is defined as the "projection" on a plane perpendicular to the beam axis, of the distal end of

the collimator as seen from the front centre of the source[J7,16j
•This definition corresponds to

the field defined by the light localizer, arranged as if a point sourec of light wcre located at

the centre of the front surface of the radiation ~ource. The dosimetric or physical size is 1;-
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defined as the distance intercepted by an isodose eUJ"1;e(usually SO% isadose) an a plane

perpendicular to the beam axis at a stated dl,tanc~ from the sour~e.

For a significantly small field, the depth dose at a paint is effectively the result of the

pnmary raciimian because in such a .,mall field. th~ scatter contribution negligibly small or

zero. But a, the field siz~ inereas~,_ (he contribution of the scattered radiation to the

absorbed dose increases. Since this increase in scatter~d dose is greJter at larger depths than

at depth of Om", the perc~nt depth dO.,e increases \~ilh increasing field. The incrcase in

percent depth dase caus~~ by increa.,e in field size depends no beam quality, Since the

scattering probability or cross-section decreases with en~rgy increase and th~ higher energy

photons are scattered more predominantly in the fo[\\'ard direction, the field size dependence

af percent depth dose is less pronaunced for the higher energy than for th~ lower energy

beam,

2.2.8.2 Dependence on Source. SurfaceDistance (SSD)

Photon fluence emitted from a p01nt <;ourccof l'acii<ltionvaries inversely as a square of the

d"tance from th~ SOllrcc. Correspondmg thc source a~ a point one e\en in the case of

elinical source. the exposure or dose rale in frce space varies inversely as (he square of the

distancc bel\veen the sourcc and point of interest. Th~ perccnt depth dose increases with

SSD because of the effects of inverse square law. Although the actual dose rate at a point

decreases with increas~ ill distance from (he source. the percent depth dose, which IS a

relative dose with respect to a reference point, increases with SSD. This is illustrated in fig,

12 in which relativc dose rate from a point source of radiation is ploned as a function of

distance from the source. following the inverse square law.
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Fig.12: Plot ofreiative dose rate as inverse squaTe law as. iun'tion ofdi,mncc from
a point source with reference d"tatlce ~ 80 em.

The plot shows that the percent depth dose, which represents depth dose relative to a

reference point. decreases morc rapidly near the wurce than far a\vay from the source. In

clinical radiotherapy. SSD is a very important parameter, since percent depth dose

determines how much do,e can be detivered at depth relati\.e to the surface dose or 0111", !he

SSD needs to be as large as possible, However. since dose rate decreases with distance. the

SSD, in practice, is set at a distance which provides a compromise bet'~een dose rate and

percent depth dose, For the treatment of deep-seated lesions with megavoltage beams, the

minimum recommended SSD is 80 emI7l,llt.

2.2.9 DOSE CALCULATION PARAMETERS

2.2.9.1 Tissue -Air Ratio (TAR) and Scatter. Air .Ratio (SAR)

There are several methods for calculation of doses in patient or any other medium. Two of

these usc percent depth dose and TAR. However, there are certain limitations to these

methods. The dependence ofsouree to surface distance (SSD) makes this quantity unsuitable

for isocentrie techniques. Although, tissue-air ratio (TAR) and seatler-ratio(SAR} eliminates

that problem, their application to the beams of energy higher than those of 60COhas

limitations as they require measurement of dose in free spuceIJ&)1!. As the beam energy

increases, the size of the chamber build up eap for in -air measurements has to be increased
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and thus it becomes increasingly difficult to calculate thc dose 111 free space from such

meaSLlremcnts. To overcome the~~ limitallOns of TAR another quantity, tissue phantom ratio

(TPR) is introduced which remains the prop~rties of TAR but limits the measurements to thc

phantom rather than airl87J,A few years later, another quantity tissue maximum ratio (TMR)

is being introduced which abo limits thc measurements to the phantomlJ-l.J6,"J

Seattcr-air ratios arc used for the purpose of calculating scattered dose in the medium. The

computation of [he primary and the scattered dosc separately is particularly useful in the

dosimetry of irregular fidds.

Seattcr-air ratio may be defmed as the l'alio of thc scatt~red dose at a givcn point in the

phantom to th~ dose in fi-ee space at the same point. The scatter-ail' !'atio hke the tissue-air

ratio is indep~ndGnt of the source-,urface distance but depends on the beam enCl'gy, depth,

and field si/e

Since the scattcred dose at a point in th~ phantom is equal to the total dos~ minus the

primary dose at that point, scatter-air ratio is mathematically given by the difference

bctween the TAR far the givcn field and thc TAR for the ° x ° field.
SAR(d,rd)" TAR (d,rd) - TAR (d,O)

Here TAR(d,O) represents the primary component of the beam.

Since. SARs arc tabulaled as functions of depth and radius of a circular field at that depth.

2.2.9.2 Collimator Scatter Factor and Phantom Scatter Factor

The dose to a point in a medium may be consldcl'ed to be composed of primal)' and scattered

components, The primary dose is contnbutcd by the initial or original photons emitted from

thc source and the scattered dose is the result of the scattered photons, The scattered dose

may further be analyzed into collimator and phantom components, since the two can be

varied independently by blocking. Blocking a portion of th~ field does not significantly

change the output or exposure in the open portion of the beam but may substantially reduce

the phantom scatter[I3,49t,Determination of primary dose in a phantom which excludes both

collimator and phantom scatter is in fact vel)' difficult. However, for megavoltage photon

beams, it is reasonably accurate to consider collimator scatter as part of the primary beam so

that the phantom scatter could be determined scparat~ly. Thus, an effective dose is defin~d

as the dose due to the primary photons a<;well as those scattered from the collimating
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sy,tem. The effective primal)' dose in a pha~tom may be thought as the dose at depth minus

the phantom scatter, Alternately. the effective primary dosc may be defined as the depth

dose e~pected in the lield when scattering ~olutlle is reduced to zero "hile keeping the

collimator opening constant. Representation of primary dose by thc dose in a OXO field

poses canceptual problems be~alL~c of the absen~c of lateral electronic equilibrium in

uarrow fields in megavoltage photon beam'> This tissue has not yet received any practical

solution and the ~onecpt of OXO field to represent primary beams with the implicit

assumptilln that lateral electronic equilibrium exists at all points will continue to be u~ed for

routine dosimetry [61.96ll. Collimator s~atter factor (Sc) may be detemlined with an ~hamber

having a build up ~ap of a si/e large enough to provide ma-;imum dose build up Jor thc

given energy beam. III the nleasUrement or S, the field must fully ~o\'er the build up cap for

all field sizes if mcasurements are to reflcct photon fluences, Nonnally. the colhmator

scatter factors are measured at the sour~e-axis distance (SAD). Howe\'er, largeI' dIstances

can be used provided the field sizes al'e all dcfined at the SAl). This phantom scatter factor

(Sp) takes in\(J account (he changes in scatter radiation originating in the phantom at a

refel'ence depth as the field size is changed. this Sp can be determined by using a large field

incident on phantoms of various cros~"scctional sizes, The photon beams for which

backs~atter factors can be accurately measured (e.g., 60COand 4 MV), Sp factor at the depth

of maximum dose may be defined simply as the ratio of the ba~kscattcr factor (BSF) for the

given field to that for the reference field. Mathematically

') (r-)- BSF(r)
• P BSF(r,,)

,,,hcre ro is the ~ize of the reference field (lOX 10 emz)

_________~_----- --- --- -- -- -- --(3 0)

A more practical method of measuring Sr' which can bc used for all beam energies consists

of indirect detennination Jrom the follo\~ing cquation

S (,) = s"( ~) -----------------------------(3 1)
, S,,

where S'.p(r) is the total scatter factor at a reference depth for field size r dividcd by the dose

at the same point and depth for the reference field size (lOX 10 crn"). Thus Sc,p~ontains both

the collimator and phantom scatter and when divided by S,(r)yields Sp and S, are defined at
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thc reference depth Do""" actual measurement of thGSCfactors at thcse depth Jllay create

problems because of the possible influence of electron contamination incident on the

phantom. This can be divided by making measurcment~ at a greater depth (e,g" 10 em) and

eonvcrting the readings to th~ reference deptb of Om", by using per~ent depth dose data.

presumably measur~d with a ,mall- (l\arncter chambel'. The rationale for this pn:>c~dllreis

th~ ,arne as for the recommended depths of calibrationI60.J-lJFor meg,l\oltage beam~ in the

range of 20 10 45 MV, the depth of maximum dos~ Dmox has been found to depend

significant on field sizc as well as on SSOI2l,78]

In order that the calculative function~ bc independent of machine paranleters. they should

not involve meaSllrcments in the build up region, Hence, the refercnce deplh must be equal

or greatcr than the largest dm. Since dm tends to decrease ""ith field size[4S]and increase with

SSDllOj one should choose dmfor the smallest field arld the largest SSO.

2.2.9.10 DOSIMETRIC CALCULATION SYSTEM

2.2.10.1 SSD Technique in Accelerator

Percent depth do~e (POD) is a suitable quantity for calculation of doses irlvoh'ing SSD

tedmiqnes. Machirles are usually calibrated to deliver I rad per monitor unit (MU) at the

reference depth to, for <Ireference field size IOxlO em and a source to calibration point

distance of SeD. Assuming that S, factors relate to collimator field size defined at SAD, the

monitor units necessary to deliver a cerl<lin tumor dose (TD)at depth d for <II,eld size r at the

surface at any SSD are given by

A1U= (TDxIOO)
IK x (%DD)" x S,k,)x S I' (r)x (SSDfaclor )J

where K is I r<ldper MU, r, is the collimator field size, given by

SAD
r =r,--
, SSD

And SSD factor =[ seD ]'
(SSD+I,l

_________. (32)

______________---.- --- -- -(3 3 )
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2.2.10.2 Isocentric or SAD Technique

Tissue_Maximum_Ratio (TMR) is the quantity of choice for dosimelric calculations

involving isoccntric technique. Since the unit b calibwted to give I rad INlU at the refercnce

dcpth to, ~ource cahbration distance SeD, and for the reference field (lOX I0 cm"), then the

monitor units nccessaT) 10 deliver isocentcr dose (ID) al dcpth d are given by

MU = 10 i rKxTMR (d, rd)XS,(r,) xSp (r,)X(SAD factor)]

Whcre 'SAD factor = (SeD I SAD)'

2.2.10.3 Dose Calculation in GOCo Unit

In the case (lf~oCo, the machine ean be calibrat~d either in air or ill phantom 10deliver dose

as rad/min. provided the following information i~ available:(a) dose rate Do (tG,ro,fG)in

phantom at d~pth I<)of maximum dose for a reference field size ro and standard SSD fo ; (b)

S,,; (c)Sp; (d) percent depth doses; and (e) TMR values. ln addition, the SSD used in these

calculations should be confined 10 a range for which the out put in air obeys an inverse

square law for a constanl collimator opening. In teletherapy, the dose is usually dehvcred to

the patient wl(h respect to time. i e.. how long the beam should rcmain "ON" to deliver <l

ceTtlin prescribed dose to the patient while In the case of accelerator MU is used to serve the

pllrpose. The necessary treatment time is givcn by

Time = (TDxlOO)lDo(1"raJ,}x %lJD(I,r,})X 8,(r)x Sr (r)x (SSD - factor)]

where SSD-factor = (SSD 1/S5D2)1

2.2.10.4 Dose in Asymmetric Field

, --- .---( 34)

Most of the modern accelerators are now equipped with x-ray collimators (or jaws) that can

be moved independently (0 allow asymmetric fields with field centers positioned away from

the true central axis of the beam. When a field is collimatcd a5}TIlmctrically, it is needed to

take into account the changes in the collimator scatter, phantom scatter, and off axis-beam

qualityl,il. The usc of beam flattering filter (thicker in the middle and thinner in the

periphery) results in greater beam hardening close to the central axis compared with the
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periphery of the beam\,nn For a point at tile center of an asymmctric field and a lateral

distance 'x' away [rom the beam central a;..i;:. the collimator scatter factor may be

approximated to a symmetric field of the same collimator opening as that of the given

asymmetric field, This appro;..imation is rea~()nable as long as the point of the dose

calculation is centrally located i,e., away from the field edge. Since beam flatness within the

centra! 80% of the maximum fidd size is specified within:t 3% at a 10 cm depth. ign()ring

off-axis dose correction in asymmetric fields will introduce errors of that magllilUde, Thus

off-axis dose correctian will follow changes in the b~anl flatness as a function of depth and

distance from central axis. The following equations are proposed for the ca!culatiall of

monitor units for asymmetric fields PI,

For SSD type of treatment

AlU = (TDx100)IK x (%DD L x s, k)x Sp (r)x (SSD -- };;lclOt)X OAR" (x)]

Where OARd is the off-axis ratio at depth d.

Similarly for isocentric treatment

___________• --- ---- --( 35)

MU= ID 6IK x TMR(d,rJ)x S, k)x S r k,)x (.'>'AD-- faclOr)x OARJ (x )J ---- ... ----------(3)

The above formalism is general and can bc used for calculation of an off -axis point dose

in symmetric fields gcnerated by blocks or collimators. including multileaf collimators,

for irregularly shaped fields the parameter rd is the equivalent field size detcrmined by

Cb,kson's technique or geometric approximation and r, is the collimator opening sizc

projected at the standard SSD.

2.2.10.5 Dose Distribution in Irregular Field

Any fields other than the square, rectangular or circular fields may be termed irregular fields

. Thesc irregularly shaped fields are frequently encountered in radiotherapy practices.

Irregularly shaped fields, in fact. appear when radiation sensitive structures are shielded

fTOmthe primary bean] or when the field extends beyond the irregularly shaped patient's

body contour. Since basic ,tandard dosimetric dala are available for rectangular or square

fields only, special mcthods including several correction faclors are necessary to lise these
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basic data for calculation of doses in irregularly shaped fields. for certain specific irrcgular

lields, some special methods arc in general u~e_Howe\'er, irrcgular fields are not univcrsal

wther, it can be ditTerent for different clinical situations. Therefore. several approaches are

in progress for making genewlly appli~ahlc mdhods for calculation of doses in indi\'idual

irregular fields,

2.2.10.6 Dose Calculation in Irregular Field

Although rectangular or square lields are usually used as elinical fields, but these fields are

oftcn shaped irrcgularly to protect critical or normal regions of the body. Hence, a dose

calculatillll ~ystcm must be gencrally applicable to the above pwcllces, with acceptable

accuracy and simplicity for routine use. The computation of the primary and scaUer dose

separately is impOltant for calculation of dose in irregular fields and to do this, a quantity

known as seatlcr-air ratio (SAR) is introduced which is defined as the ratio of the dose at a

given point in the phantom to the'dose at the ~ame point in air, Like TAR. SAR is also

independent of (he source-surface distance but depends on the beam cnergy. depth, and the

field size. Mathematically it is defined as the differ~nce between the TAR for the given field

and the TAR for the OXO field i.e"

SA R( d, rd ) = TAlI(d, r
d
)- TAR(d,O) (37)

where TAR(d,O) represents the primary components of the beams.

Any field other than square, circular or rcctangular field may be termed as irrcgular field.

These irregularly shaped fields are very often encountered in radlothcrapy practiccs. Dose

calculation method in such irregular fields, originally proposed by Clarkson and later

developed by cunninghum has proved to be the most general in its application[lO.l2t.

Clarkson's method is based on the principle that the scatlered component of the depth dose,

which depends on th~ size and shape of the field, can be calculated scparately from the

primary component which is independent of the field size and shape and a, such th~ quantity

SAR is uscd to calculatc the scattcred dose. In this method, for calculation of dose at any

point in the irregular field like Mantle field, radii are drawn from that point to divide the

Held into a numbcr of elementary sectors in which each sector is being characterized by its

radius and be considered as of the circular field of that radius, Using an SAR table for

circular fields, the SAR values for the sectors are being calculated and then swnmed to have
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the average scatter-air ratio (SAR) for the irregular lleld at that point. For sector, passing

through a blocked arca the net SAR is determined by subtracting the scatter contribution by

the blocked part of the sceIDr. Thc complllcd (SAR)is con\'erted to average tissLie-air ratio

(TAR) by equation
____________________________(38)

where TAR(O) 1, the l"sue air ratio for () x 0 field.

The percent depth dose (%00) at any point can be culculalCd relative to Dm", on the central

axis as

[ ,
{j+dJ -

%DD=IOOx {/+d }]
BSF

___________--- --.----- -- -----{ 3 9)

where BSF is the backscatter facIDr for the irregular field which can bc calculated by

Clarkson methodtUI, This Clarkson's method is a general technique of dosc calculation in

irregular field but it is not practical for routine m"nual calcubtions which is very important

for nec~ssary cross check of the results between computer and manual calculations ,lIld

further to this, even when computerized, it is time consuming: since a considerable input data

is requircd by the computer program which is [lot practical in routine radiotherapy practices,

With the exception of manlle, invcrted-Y and a few other comple" fields, reasonably

accurat~ calculation can be mad~ for most blockcd fields by using relativcly simple

approximation method. In the blockcd fields, approximate rcctangles can be dra"n

containing the point of calculation. In drawing rectangles, certain blocked area may be

included in the rectangle, provided this area is small and remotely located rclative to that

poin!. The rectangles thus formed may be called effective field, while the unblocked field

defined by the collimator, may be called the collimator field!!]]. Once the effective field has

been determined one can proceed with the usual calculation method for dose determination

in that field, It is also be noted that, calcnlatioll of depth dose distribution at any point \vithin

the field or out of the field is possible by using Clarkson's technique, ho;vever, as it is not

practical for manual calculation, some other simple methods proposed by Day and V/rede

are u,ed for calculation of doses in irregular fields. Both the methods are basically same and
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based on approximation of rectangular or ,quare ficlds in the irrcgular (blockcd) fields and

thereaftcr use of perimeter formula for detcrmination of equivalcnt square fields. If once

equivalent square fields could be determined, then usual dose calculation methods are used

for calculation of doses at any point i~ thc irregular (blocked) fields, Another method,

kno'Wna<;negativc field method m"y be used for dose calculation in irregular field,!J9,511.In

this method, the dose at any point is equal to the dose from the overall (unblocked) field

minu, dose expected if the entire field "'ere blocked, leaving the shielded volume open, In

other "ords, the blocked portion of the field i, considered a negative field and its

contribution is subtracted from overall field dose distrib"tion, i\ computenzcd negative field

method not only is a fast method of calculaling isodose dlstribmion in blocked fields bel! is
. fl. d 1 1 . ['J90~Stvery con\'ement or m"llua poml ose ca cu atlOn" .

2.2.10.6.1 Depth Dose Calculation Formulism used in Irregular Field

Dosim£lry of irregular fields using TMRs and SMRs is "nalogous to the method using TARs

and SARs, An irregular field at depth d may be divided into n elementary sectors with radii

emanating from any point Q (say). A Clarkson type integration my be performed to have

averaged scatter maximum ratio SMR(d,rd) for lhe irregular field rd

-- 1 "
SMR(d,rd)= - I.SMR(d,r,)

n ,=1

______" . --------(40)

where r, is Ihe radius of the ith sector at depth d and n is the total number of sectors n =

21L'L!8 is the sector angle.

Thc computed SMR(d, r
d
) is then converted to TMR(d,rd) by using the equation

_. --------- -(41)

where Kp is the off axis ratio reprcsenting primary dose at Q relative to that at the ccntral

axis. TMR(d,r
d
) may be converted to the percent depth dose P(d,r,f) by using equation

( )_ [ () -. ( )] ',(0) S;",) [(/Hol]'P d,r,j _IOOK".TMR d,O +SMR d,rJ x Sr(r
d

( Sr(r,o)x (I+d) (42)

The final expression takes the form
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[ -] I [U +'0)]'P(d,r./) '" 100 KrT.HR(d.O)+SAfR(d.rJ" ( ())" (j )1+ SMR la,f,o + d

2.2.10.6.2 Depth Dose data for Irregular Field

Rev!<w

________; (43)

Pcrcent depth dosc data are usually tabulated for square fields, But majority of the treatment

fields encountered in radiotherapy practices arc rectangular and irregularly shaped (blocked)

fields and henee a system of equating square fields to different field shapes is required. Semi

empirical formulas have been de' eloped to relate central axis depth dose data for square,

r~~13ngular. cireulal' and irregular shaped fields. Although general methods, based 011

Clarkson's principlc are available, similar methods hu\'e been developed speciall; for

interrelating square. rectangular, and circular Jield data, Day and others [Ii.23.1UIhave showo

that, for central axis depth dose distribution, ;I rectangular field may be ;lpproximated by an

equivalent square or by an equivalent circle. A simple rule of thumb method is u,ed for

equating rectangular and square fields according to which a rectangular ficld is equlvalcnt to

a square field if they have the samc areal perimeter (AT) P{,.111Thefollowing fOilllUlas are

useful for quick calculation of the equivalent field parameters. I'or rectangular fields

A axb
=

P 2(a+b)
______________-------- ------(44)

where a is the ficld width and b is the field length. For square fields, a = b

and so A =!!., where 'a' is the side of the square.r 4
From the above t,~o equatians it is clear that thc side of an equivalent square of a rectangular

field is: side of an square = 4lVP

This perimeter formula is widely used in clinical practices and has bcen extended as a field

parameter to apply to ather quantities such as backscatter factor, tissue air ratios. and even

beam output in air or phantom. The radii of equivalent cireles may be obtained by the

relationship:

_______________________• -(4 5)

This has been derived by assuming that the cquivalent circle is the one that has the same

area as the equivalcnt square.
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Fig.13: Change ofpcrce,,{ depth dOl" wirh SSD, (aj has SSD ~ fl and condLtion (oj has SSD - 12,
For both conditions, field size on the phantom ,mface, ,x r and depth d are the samo_

Percent depth dose for clinical use are u,ually measured at a standard SSD (80 or 100 cm for

megavoltage uni!»_ In a given cImical situation, however, the SSD set on a patient may be

different fwm the standard SSD, Larger SSDs may be required for treatment techniques that

involves field sizes larger than the ones available at the standard SSD. Thu5, the pcrcent

dcpth doses for a standard SSD must be converted to those applicable to the actual treatment

SSD. As a simple approximation method to solve this inconsistency, a factor known as

Mayneord F factori!7.S!] is in use which is based on a strict application oflhe inverse sqLmre

law, without considering changes in scattering, as the SSD is changed, The irradiation

condition is depicted as follows.

The percent dcpth dose at depth d for SSD ~ rl and for SSD = h is given by

P{d".!,{ _[V, +d.I]' [li, +dl]'
P{d,r,fLl {j,+dJ' 1,+d

________________-"------ -- ---( 46)

The tenn on the right hand side of this equation is called the Mayneord F factor.

Th" F ~ [V, +d. T [li, +d{r (47)
1, +d~ {j,+d}

This Mayncord F factor method, works reasonably well for small fields since the scattering

is minimal under these conditions, however, it overestimates the increase in percent depth

dose with Increase in SSD for relatively larger fields. Since the percent depth dose depends
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on SSD, so SSD correction to the percent depth dose is to be applied to be applied to eorree!

for the varying SSD- a procedure which becomes cumbersome to apply routinely in clinical

practice. A simpler quantity, namely TAR (Tissue air ratio) is introduced to remove the SSO

dependence which is defined as the ratio of the dose Odat a given point in the phantom 10

the dose in free ~pace (Of,) at the same point. Thi, TAR depends on depth and the field size

rdat that depth.

( ) D"TAR d"d =--
D"

s

___________--- ---- --" -- -- -- -- -(4 8)

Equilibnum
maSS

'"-----@---.
D,"

A"

Fig.14: ltIus!ral,,,n of the defini1Lon "f TAR(d",) ~D.iDf,

It has been shown that the fractional scatter con!ribu.tion to the depth dose is almost

independent of the divergence of the beam and depends only on depth and the field size at

that depthl171.Hence tis~ue air ratio, which involves both the primary and the scatter

component of the depth dose is independent of the source distance. This TAR varies with

the energy, depth and field size very much like the percent depth dose. For mcgavoltage

beams, the tissue air ratio builds up to a maximum at the depth of maximum dose (dm)and

then decreases ""ith depth more or less exponentially. For a narrow beam or a oxO field size,

in which the scatter contribution to the depth dose is neglected, the TAR beyond dmvaries

approximately exponentially with depth i,e.,

TAR(d,O) = e _pld_d.) _____.-------. ------ -------- -( 4 9)
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Where J1 is the average illtenuation coefficient of the beam for the given phantom. As the

field size is increased, the scatter component of the dose increase~ and (he variation of TAR

with depth becomes more complex. However, for megavoltage beams, for which the scatter

is minimal and is directed more or less in the fOl••••,ard direction, the TAR variation with

depth can slill be approximated by an exponential function, provided an effective attenuation

coefficient Cu,-,,) for the given field size is used. Another term Backscatter factar (BSF)

which is simply the TAR determined at the depth of maximum dose on central axis of (he

beam. It is defined as the ratio of the dose on central axis at the depth of maximum dose to

the dose at the ;ame point in free space Mathematically it is defined as

oc,

BSF= D.,,,
Dt,

___------- -- --- -- --- ----- -- -- -( 50)

-----------------------------(51 )

where rdlllis the field size at dmof maximum dose.

This backscatter factor, like TAR, is independent of distance from the source and depends

on the beam quality and the field sizc. for orthovoltage beams with usual filtration, the B5F

can be as high as 1.5 for large field sizcs, This amounts to a 50% increase in dose near the

surface compared with the dose ill free space or in terms of exposure, 50% increase in

exposure on the skin compared with the exposure in air. While for megavoltage beams (6GCO

and higher energies) the backscatter factor is much smaller. For example I3SF for a lOx 10

em field for 6GCOis 1.036. This means that the Om",will be 3 6% higher than the dose in free

space. This increase in dose is the result of radiation scatter reaching the point of Om" from

the overlying and underlying tissues. As the beam energy is increased, the scatter is further

reduced and so is the B5F. Above about 8 Mv, the scatter at the depth of Omax be<:omes

negligibly small and the B5F approaches it> minimum value of unity.
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Treatment Planning

3.1 Aimsof TreatmentPlanning

Treatment planning is a process of determining the besl method of treating a tumor with

radiation, The major objectives of tl'eatment planning are to ensure thaI the tumor receives a

uniform radialion dose while hcalthy lissue and critical structures are protecled Olher

important objectives of treatment planning are to de,'elop reproducible setups and maintain

paticnt comfort, Treatment planning includes determining the volume to be trealed and lhcn

designing appropriate radiation fields to treat lhat volume. It begins before the first radiation

treatmenl and continues throughout a course of therapy to ensure that the intended plan is

being implemcntcd. A treatment plan may some times be changed during il course ofthcrapy

to compensate for changes in a patient's condition

Treatmcnt plaJUling is often a challenging process during which teamwork i" requircd to

achieve optimal and reproduciblc radiation trealments.

There arc three aims oftrcatmcnt planning

• To develop a plan thal treats the tumor yolume. This plan would give as

homogeneous a dose distribution as possible throughout the elinicaltarget volume .

• To minimize a radiation dose to heallhy slruclllres. Areas outside the targct volume

should receive as little radiation as possible. Limiting dose to heallhy ti,sues requires

knowledge of how much radiation the tissues in the treatment field can tolerate. Dose

levels to critical structures such as the spinal cord, kidneys, and the lens of the eyes

musl be minimized .

• To provide a pemlanent rccord of dose calculations and distribulions so that others

may, in the fulure, understand the treatmenl plan. This record may become important

if the patient needs to rcceive more radiation in the future.

The treatment plunning includes visualizalion. localization, field selection and placement,

and verification!71].

Visualization

Visualization is the determination of the location and extent of the tumor, particularly ""ith

respect to analOmicailandmarks. This process uses every reasonable method of examination,

including palpation.
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Simulationor Localization

Localization, or simulation, is the determination, radiographically, of the field borders

required to encompass the clinical target volume. Ideally localization is ferformed using:a

simulator" radiographic (imaging) unit that simulates all the movements of the linear

accelerator or Cobalt-60 trcatment umt and matches its geometry, distances (SSD, SDD,

etc), beam divergence, and field size. A simulator produces high-quality Images of the

treatment field.

Field lights
Field lights are the most essential beam alignment devices to achieve accurate alignment of

the radiation fields on the patient, because the light fieldon a therapy machine corresponds to

the radiation fields to an aecuraey:t3 mm.

body contour

A body contour is a precise outline of a patient, usually in a transverse plane that includes

the region of the nilllOr. A contour is required both for computing and for displaying the

dose distribution in the treatment volume. Frequently done at the time of localization, a

contour is usually taken at the central axis plane of the fields but may be taken at other

levels as well to evaluate the dose distribution!)I),

3.2 DoseProfiles

Measurement of dose made by passing a dosimeter (ionization chamber or diode) across the

beam produces what is called a dose profile. The fig.l5(a) shows that the dose within the

field is fairly constant (dependingon the beam flatness) and that beyond the field edge the

dose is low.
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Fig.15(a): Beam profile vocabulary, Thc ccntral ray, beam horns, and beam edge are ,hown The
beam edge is defined as the 50% intensity iocation on eaoh side of the beam. The penumbra is the
widlh oflhe field between 20% and 80% of the cemmi ray intensity.
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Fig. 15(b): Beam profile and regions of imerest in the definition of flatness and symmetry, The
central 80% of the scan is the region in which flatness (the difference between tho maximum and
mimmum intensity) and symmelr) (the diffen;nce between intensity at the 80% edge,) are measured,

The area of transition at the edge of the beam is the pemunbra . The penumbra is marked as

the width hetwecn the 20% and 80% values on the beam profile, shown in fig.15(a), The

central 80% of the scan is the region of symmetry (the difference between intensity at the

80% edges). The symmetry is a measure 01'the side to side equality of the beam. The ratio of

intensity at D and F in fig, 15(b) measures the symmetry of the beam. Usually the s}mmetry
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is required to be :t 1-2% from one side of the beam 10lhe other. The central 80% of the scan

i, the region of flatne~s (the difference between the maximum and minimum intensity), The

definition of flatness varies with manufaClLlrerof the treatment machine but is generally the

maximum variation of beam intensity in the central 80% of the beam. ln figure 15(b), points

o and F are the highesl intensity points on each side of the beam, and point E the lowest

intensity poinl in this central region, The ratio of intensity at F and E measures the flatnes,

of the beam, the maximum variation of intensity in the central 80% of lhe beam. Flatness is

required to be :1:2-3%across the beam[7l].

Depth and field size are both crilieal to beam s)mmetry and flatness, The deeper wc go in

the phantom, the more uniform and symmetric the beam becomes due to increased scatter in

the phanlom. In gencral, the ,maller the beam, the poorer the flatness. Thc factor used in

dosimetry that dcscribes this effect is the ralio of the dose at any point on a profile divided

by the do~e at thc central rayon that profile. It is referred to as lhe off-center ratio (OCR),

or off-axis ratio (OAR). The OCR at point F is lhe dose ratio of F to E. The beam's edge is

defined as the point where the OCR is 50% or 0.50.

The horns or ears are the high intensity regions benealh the thin edges of the beam flattering

filter. The lower the energy ofthc megavoltage beam, the larger lhe value of the OCR in the

hom region. This is because the beams are specilied to be flat at a depth of 10 em.

Radiation at the edges of the beam can scatter out of the beam, leaving thc edges without

suflleient inlensity, Iherefore, added intensity i~put in the beam edges at shallow depths so

that enough will be left at a 10 cm depth to provide a flat beam for lreating the tumorl7l1.

3.3 Tissue Inhomogeneties

Tissue inhomogeneities are volume, \\iithin the patienl that have non-uniform tissue

densities. For example, while the den,ity of most soft tissue is about I, that of lung is much

lower, bone somewhat above 1, and mental plates used in bone repair much greater than 1.

Tissue inhomogencties alter the dose dislribution from the standard curves due to

attenuation and scatter. One method for correcting tissue inhomogeneties is the effectiveTAR

method. It is a point by point calculation technique instead of a line-by line technique. For

each point in the patient (actually each point of interest) the equivalent water path length or

depth is calculated using electron densities of overlying tissues. If we imagine that the
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patient contour is filled ,~ith a matrix of calculation points and that the computer calculates

doses at each of the matrix points, shown in figure16,

The fig.16 illustrates effective TAR computation process nsing only three points. The three

points on the rights of the phantom (Pl. Pz and PJ) are traversed by the photon beam from

the left. To reach the three points. ho\\'ever, the radiation beam has to travel through three

different materials - air. "mer, and bone.

In order to ealculate the appropriate TAR for each material, the water equivalent path length

must be determined. This i~the thickness of water that 'Nil!provide the identical attenuation

of the actual beam path,

The calculation for point PI is as foIIo\vs :

Path length PI= 5 cm water + 6 em air -;-5 em >,vater
= 10 em water + 6 cm air
~ 10 em water

•• Patient

Calculation matrix point

:~: :":.:

Flg.16: Comput<r vie" of a patient is actually a ,et of point, in space surrDunded by
attenuating matcn.1. Each pDint lies in " rectangular array of poinls, a matrix of
calculation pomts at whith individually computed doses .r. produced

Beeause of its low density, 6 cm of air is equivalcnt to less than 1 mm of water and IS

ignored. Therefore, the equivalent length is just 10 em,
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~ Air +p,
\Vater +p,
Bone +p,

~ • • • • • •5 em 6cm 5em

Trealment Planning

Flg.17: 1 his figure lllustrates the TAR computation proeess involved, using only lnree
point' P" P" P, are behind three materi.t, - air, water, and bone. The air 'upplies less
aue'lUatioll than the "ater, while the bone supplios more.

The calculation for Pz is handlcd similarly:

Path length Pl = 5 em ,vater + 6 cm water + 5 em water
= 16 em water

and for p],

Path length p] = 5 cm water + 6 em bone + 5 cm water

(
Bone density )

= 10 em ",ater + 6 cm bone Water density

(
1.5g/emJ )

= 10 em water + 6 em bone -~~--
1.0g/cmJ

= 19 em water
Thus the dose at point Pj > dose at P2 > dose at P3 .Onee the path lcngth for a point is

calculated, it is used as the depth to determine the TAR for the point in equation[711.

3.4 TissueCompensator

The missing tissue missing from the beam incident on an irregular or sloping surface

changes the desired uniform dose distribution pattern in the target volume. The dcgree of

heterogeneity varies with the amount of missing tissue along the incident beam. In certain

clinical situations, surface irregularity gives rise to unacceptable dose heterogeneity in the

target volume or causes excessive irradiation of sensitive structures such as spinal cord.
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Many teclmiques are in use to overcome this problem, including the use of wedge fields,

multiple fields and the addition of bolus material or compensators. Bolus is a tissue

equivalent material placed directly on the skin with a view to fill up the air gap (the region

having missing tissue) and thus to even out the irregular contours of a patient to present a

flat surface nonnal to the beam so that one is treating a Sl.lrfaee as if there is no missing

tissue present. Placing bolus directly on the skin surface is satisfactory for treatment \\iith

low energy orthovoltage rad,ation, but for high enerb'l' megavoltagc beams, this bolus

teclmique resulls in the loss Df its inherent skin sparing advantage. For such radiations, a

compensating filler is used, whleh approximates the effect of the bolus as well as preserves

the skin _ sparing effect. Therefore. a compensator is simply an absorber inserted into the

radiation beam. The thickne~s of the compensator at different poinb orthe beam is such that

it "ill attenuate the primary radiation just enough to compensate the increase in dose dlle to

the missing tissue at that point. To preserve the skin - sparing properties of the mega~oltage

photon beams, the position of the compensator should be such that electron contamination

from it is minimal. For coCo and other megavoltagc radiation beams, the compensator should

be placed at a suitable distance usually 15 - 20 em away from the patient[l31.

3.5 Treatment volumeconcept in Radiotherapy

Determination of treatment volume plays a vital role in medical radiotherapy treatment in

regard to complete irradication of the malignant cells. A targct volume consists of !he

demonstrable tumors (s), if present and any other tissue with presumed tumor is to be

detennined as 1" step for commencing radiotherapy treatment. This is the volume which

Troatment IiOtume

TargO! votume

Target

Fig.18: Target, targetvolumc and treatment volume etc.
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needs to be irradiated to a specified or prescribed absorbed dose with optimum uniformity.

In delineating the target volume, comprehensive attention must be paid to consider the local

invasive capacity of the malignant tumor and its potential spread to the regional lymph

nodes. Therefore, dctermination of target volume is crucial one, which should ineludc

sufficient margins around the tumor to allow for the uncertainty in anatomic location of this

volume. Further to this, additional margins must be provided around the above mentioned

target volume to allow for limitations of the treatment technique (fig-H). Thus, the

minimum target dose should be presented by an isodose surface which adequately covers the

target volume in ordcr to provide that margin. The volume enclosed by this isodose surface

is called the treatment volume and depends on particular treatment techniquc and concerned

targctI4].

3.6 Simulation in Radiotherapy

Simulation refers to the procedure for combined trial set up and verification of the designed

treatment plan using a simulator. Before commencing actual treatment for a patient, the

treatment plan should be checked through trial set up whether the feasibilities of the plan arc

practically executable and reproducible as well. A trial set up is usually involved taking a

film under treatment conditions as per treatment plan with the therapy unit 01'the simulator.

Simulation refers to the procedure for combined trial setup and verification of the designed

treatment plan using a simulator. A simulator is an apparatus that uses a diagnostic X-ray

tube but duplicates a radiation treatment unit in terms of its geometrical, mechanical and

optical properties. The main function of a simulator is to display the treatment fields so that

the target volume may be accurately encompassed without delivering exeessive irradiation

to surrounding normal tissues. By radiographic visnalizatioll of internal organs, correct

positioning of fields and shielding blocks can be obtained in relation to external landmarks.

Most commercial simulators have fluoroscopic capabiEty by dYilllmicvisualization before a

hard copy is obtained in terms of the simulator radiography. The need for a simulator arises

from four factors: (a) Geometrical relationship between the radiation beam and the internal

and external anatomy of the patient (b) Although field localization can be achieved by

taking a port film, the radiographic quality of the image is poor, particularly in megavoltage

high energy photons and for 60eo a large source size as well (c) Field localization is a time
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cons liming process which, if carried out in the treatment room, could engage the therapy

machine for a prohibitive length of time (d) Unexpected problems with a patient set up or a

treatment technique can be solved during simulation thus conserving the time within the

treatment room. Besides, localizing treatment volume and sclling up the fields, other

necessary data like: contours and thickness, indudmg those related to compensator or bulus

design can also be obtained during simulation as the simulator's table resembles the

treatment table. Fabrication and tcsting of individualized shieldmg blocks ean also bc

accomplished with a simulator providcd the simulator should be equipped with accessories

like laser lights, contour marker and shadow tray.

3.6.1 Portal Film in Radiotherapy

Portal films are radiographic film. The purpose of port filming is to verify the treatment

volume I.Inderactual conditions of treatment. Although portal films are poorer overall image

quality than other radiographic images, they contain sufficient information to detennine the

aecuracy of beam placement. A d"lgnoqic or simulator based port film is considered

mandatory not only as a treatment record, a port film must bc of sufficiently good quality so

that the field boundaries call clearly be described anatomically. Radiographic technique

significantly influences the image quality of a port film. The choice of film and screen as

well as the exposure time is very important in tbis regards. The major limitations of sample

pan films are (a) relativel} long processing time to view the image (b) it is impractical to do

pon film betore each treatment (c) Film images are of poor quality specially for photon

energies greater than 6 MY. Electronic portal imaging system overcomes the problems

stated in a llIld b by making it possible to view portal images instantlllleously i.e., images can

bc displayed on computer screen before initiating a treatment or in real time during the

treatment. Verification films are often repeated on a weekly basis during each patient's

treatment course to ensure continllCd correct field placement.
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Chapter.1V

4.1 Irradiationfacility

Experimenlal me/hod and facility

Thc irradiation facility of high cnergy photon beams from MCOteletherapy unit of model:

Alcyon !l#901 06, available at Delta Medical Centre, Mitpur, Dhaka were used for neecssary

in~estigation of doses in different irregular ficlds, The energies of the photon beams of 6VCo

are \.17 and 1.33 MeV ha\'ing average energy of 1.25 MeV. 6OCO teletherapy unit has been

supphed by Akyon, France, The calibration of the ion chamber and electrometer was

performed by OUlpLlt(eGy) of thi, !aCo teletherapy unit. Photograph of the teletherapy

machine is shown in fig, 19, The othcr associated equipment and malerials used were: ion

chamber. eleclrometcr, therm()nletcr, barometer etc .. which were the property of Della

Medical Centre. Slab phantom of solid perspex 8heets, available at Delta Medical Center

v,'ere used to 8imulate necessary irregular fields" as-owe usually eneountered~in routine

radiotherapy practices.

Fig.19: OOcteletherapy unit (Aleyon Il#90106) of Delta medical cente, Ltd.
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Fig.20: Control panel of the '"Co teletherapy unit of Delta medic~I center Ltd.

4.2 Working Principles of Alcyon II Co-50 Unit

The source holder of Alcyon 11#90106 tclctherap} unit, containing the radioactive cobalt-60

source is inserted into" drum, fig. 21, lh~ rotation of which moves the source from the

storag~ position into the treatment position The meo source is assembled into a cylinder

type dTllm, A motor drives it from th~ "Beam OfF" to "ON" position by rotation tluough an

angle of 115 degree in Jes, than 2.5 seconds. The ~ourcc is held in the "BEAM ON" position

by the motor reducer drive remaining energlzed 1'0),At the end of irradiation, the po\ver is

s\,itched OFF automatically and a po,,~rrtll spring brings it back to the "BEAM OFF" or

storage position. A mechanical device locks it in this position to ensure precise positiomng

of the field light system. However, as on~ must always think of the possibility of a situation

in which the source becomes jammed in the irradiation position, th~ sourcc holder hus becn

fitted at the back with a wheel which can he used manually to retract the source to ilS storage

position. if lh~ source does not return to the storage position automatically, Two colored
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sectors "Green and Red" located side,,'ays on the radiation head cover, indicate the source

position.

Co-60 Souree

Gantl}'
Lead Source 1.lead

Light Bulb

.,.,.,.,.,-.'- .•..... "Source on" indicator

Source Drawer

Collimator leaves

-<f-- Block Tray

•• Trimmer~

Fig.21: Cross sectional vi." of C"bait-60 teletherapy he"d.

The 6GCo source decays to 6°Ni with the emission of beta particle, (Em»: =0.32 MeV) and

two photons per disintegration of energies 1.17 and 1.33 MeV with average energy of 1.25

MeV. fig.22.

~Co(5,26y)

p-(E,"" -" 1.48MeV)
0.1%

p-(E,,~, = 0.32Me V),99%
2.50

y,(I.17MeV)

~ 133
y,(1.33MeV)

",.". 'I

r
Flg.22: Energy level diagram for the decay of the "Co nucleus.

These y_ rays constitute the useful treatment beam in radiotherapy practices. The p- particles

are absorbed in the cobalt metal itself and in its shielding house resulting in the emission of
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bremsstrahlung x-rays along with a small amount of characteristic x-rays, However, these x-

rays of average energy around 0,1 MeV do not contribute appreciably to the dose in the

patienl because they are slrongly attemmtcd in the material of the source and source honsing.

The other conlaminants to the treatme~t bcam are the lower energy y-rays produced by the

interaction of the primary y_photons ",ilh the source itself. the surrounding source honsing

materials and the collimator system, The scattered components of the beam contribute

significanlly (-10%) to the 101;11 intcnsity of the bcmnl11, All these secondary interactions,

thus to some extent, result in heterogeneily of the be;lm. In addition. electron, are also

produced by these intewctions and constitute what is usually referred 10 as the electron

contaminalion of the photon beam, 6~COsOUl'ceis u cylinder of 20mm diameter and is

typically positioned in the cobalt unit Vvithit, circular end facing the patient. The fact that

the radiation source is not a point source complicates the beam geometry and gives rise to

what is known as geometric penumbra. The penumbra (DE) at depth 'd' is shown in fig.23.

Skin
•••••,
--'0,- - - --- ----- -.

•• ••••

•.-.-.-• •• •• ••• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •
••••" ,--------,--

••••••

,
••

•••'..•.-------
"•,••

.-
"""/ .

• •, ., .
" f• •• •, ., .

SSD

J

/,
/••

SSl)

•"

----- ---r- ----r- --- ----- ----- ------ ------- ------A,\ (\8
I' "

" " \• • •, ., ,, , , ,, , , ,,. "
" "" , ,, ' , ,, . "• ' '. ColilmatOT

Fig,23: Diagram for calculating geomClricpenLLmra.Pcnumra is related to the size
of the source. The larger lhe source size the larger the penumra (ifSSD arc fixed)

The collimator system is designed to vary the si%eand shape of the treatmenl beam to meet

the individual requirements. However, the conventional collimator system can shape the

beam either squire or rectangular only. The simplest form of a continually adjustable
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collimator (diaphragm) consists af lWOpairs of heavy metal blocks. Eaeh pair ean be maved

independently to obtain a squire or rectangular shaped field. Some collimator system,

however, conmins multiple blocks to control the size of the beam. If the inner surface of the

blocks is made parallel to the central axis of the beam, the radiation will pass through the

edges of the collimating block<>resulting in ",hat is known as the transmission penumbra,

The extent of this penumbra will be more pronoLlnecd for larger collimutor openings because

of greater obliqnity of the rays at the edges of the blocks. Thi, penumbra call be minimized

but can not be completely removcd. The term "penumbra" in several senses, means the

r~gion, at the edgc of u radiation bcam 0~er which the dase rate changes rapidly as a

function of distance from the beam a"is. lhc transmis,ion penumbra is the region irradialed

by the photons, which are lransmitted through the edge of the collimator block. The other

penumbra "geomelric penumbra"' is delined as the gcometric with of the penumbra at any

depth from the surface of a parient which can be delermined by considering similar triangles

ABC and DEC, fig-23, from geometry, we have

DElAB=CE/CA=CD/CR=!vfN/OM=(OF+FN-OM)!OM if AD=s (source dlamcter).

OM=SDD (source to diaphragm distance) OF=SSD (source to skin or surface disrance) then,

from the above equation, the geamelric penumbra DE at depth d is given by

P,= s(SSD + d-SDD)/SDD,

The penumbra at the surface can be calculated by putting d = O.

The penumbra width increase, with increase in source diameler, SSD and depth bUl

decreases \\(ith an increase with an increase in SDD. Ihe geometric penumbra is however,

independent of the field size a, long as the movement of the diaphragm is in one plane i,e.

SSD Slays consUlllt with increase in field size.
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4.3 fon Chamber and Dosimetry
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Fanner ion.chamb~r of volume O.6cc type 31005 along with an electrometer PTW

UNlDOS, A thermometer and a barometer were used as a dosimetry sy~tem for the
necessary air pressure and temperature,

The characteristics of the used ion chambcrs were as follows:

Volume
Useful ran e
Response Leakage
Leakage
Polarizing voltage
Cable leakag~
Wallmatenal
\II'ul] thickne<;8
Wall material's densit,
Area densit
Electrode
Width
Long
Range of tern
In collectIOntime
Relative Humidit,

They were calibrated in Gemlan SSDL which were traceable to PSDL. The calibration was

performed at the ambient conditions of20 degrce Celsius and pre~sure 1008 mbar!4]1.

4.4 Physical Characteristics of Dosimetry System

The PTW UNlDOS \\iith plug system '~BNT"is a microprocessor controlled universal field

class dosimeter for measurement of dose and dosc rate in radiation therapy, diagnostic x-ray

and radiation protection purposes. This UNlDOS is internationally familiarly classified as

class I, type B equipment in the field of radiation dose measurement. The UNlDOS provide

several measuring modes like measurement of current and charge in electrical units (Amp

C), measurement of radiological quantitics as exposurc in R, photon equivalent dose H, in

Sy, air kenna K, and absorbed dose (0 water D~ in G). This UNIDOS can measure radiation

doses in radiation therapy up to 3 MG~ as well as (he dose ofver)' short x.ray exposurcs in

the range of millisecond. It is prepared for measuring radiation doses with ionization

chambers. semiconductor probes and other solid stale probes (c.g. diamond detector). This
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UNlDOS stores the type and serial number fur each ion chamber in a non \olatHc memory,

togcth~r with the indi, iduaJ call bration factors and other factors specific lur the chamber and

the user can not change calibration factors in the case of ofJicially calibrated chambers. In

dose ratc mode, dose measuremem is performed by numerical integration of the current. The

maximum integration time is 18 hrs and the maximum measuring ,alue is 3 MGy. The

orfset current of UNIDOS without a chamber and or detector is less than" I0.15A. In the

case of ehargc m~<lsuremcnL th~ drift i" kss than:!: 6.1O-14C with in [he measuring time of
Imin.

Fig.24: (aj Farmer iOll-chamberofvotume O,6cc (b) PTW UNlDOS Electrometer
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4.5 Experimental Method

Experimental method and facility

For investigation or photon doses in different irregular lields. which are often encountered in

daily radiotherapy practices. a tissue equivalent solid phantom in slab form of dimension

40cmx40cmx IOcm was used. The phantom is made of Perspex (C,Ha02; p=l. 1909/cm')

sheets with average thickne,s of 2.0 em, which is also knO,",ll as Acrylic sheet. Routine

therapy application procedure~ ,\'hich were traceable to international norms for radiotherapy

practices were foJIo\\ied during dose determination in solid phantoms for weo teletherapy

unit. Photon doses \\iere In\'estigated at 0.5 em depth of the phantom at different interested

points "ith O.ficc Farmer type ionization chamber integrated with PTW UNlDOS dosimeter.

The simulated irregular field~ with int~rested point~ of dose investigations have shown in

appcndix-2. In ~ach field. the interested points of dose investigations were labeled with
numericals 1,2,3.4,5 _._-etc.

During dosc inv~stigatjon, the field was modifi~d according to the simulated irregular fields

with beam moditying blocks and under this conditions doses were measured at differenl

int~rested points and lhen blocks were removed very carefntly making the fields open and

doses were investigated in t~ose points to see, if there was any difference between the two

measurements (Modili~d & open fields). For the calculation of dose at a point 'p' (say) in

Clarkson's method radii were drawn from poim 'p' (~ay) to divide the Held into an equal

interval of sector anglelOH In this study "e calculated the dos~ of blocked beams with two

correction factors C;" "d CF, by using Empirical relation

Where (OED) =Open Field Dose role

4.6 Investigation of Beam Profile for Reference Data

To check the beam profile and thereby establishing the dose synunetry and uniformity,

doses were measured in open field of size 5X5cm2, IOXJOem2, 15X15em', 20X20em1,

25X25em2. 30x30em' at depth 0.5 em and SSO at 80 em across the major axes (x,y-axis).

The field sizes and dimensions of the solid phantom were made with a margin of 10 em in

all sides having a margin of 5.0 cm beyond the dose mea;urement surface. The doses wer~
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measured at 1.0 cm incremenls from cenlre of the field to either edges extending 5 em

beyond different specified field si7es ".ith a view to observe the penumbra regions on each

aXlS.The dose at !he centre of the field is termcd as the central axis dose and doses in olher

points were expressed as percentage 10 this central axis dose. Beam alignmenl and positions

like rotation aI,is. geometric axis. radiation axis and hght beam axis were curef,,)ly checked

and apparently coincided and corrected where needed during dose invesligations. The beam

profile data are shown in Tahle: 1&2. Their graphical presentations arc shown ill

fig.25&26. This open field dosimetric scan.data w~re being preserved and considered as

reference data during dosimetry for all irregular field,.
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Table I: Data for beam profile ofllpen field along lateral axis (X-axis) of lOXIO em2

field size at dm",

Locations X+ cGy/min % to central Locations X. cGylmin % to central
axis dose axis dose

0 61.36 100

I 61.31 99.9 I 61.31 99.9

, 61.20 99.7 , 61.10 99,6

3 60.95 99.3 .' 60.75 99,0

I 4 I 59,19 965 4 56,76 92.5 I
5 32,78 I 53,4 5 24,26 I 39.5

6 475 7,74 I 6 3.24 5.28

7 1.78 2,90 7 1.66 2.71

8 1.09 1.77 8 1,09 1.78

9 0,81 1.32 9 0,83 1.36

10 0.64 1.04 10 0.66 1.07

II 0.53 0.86 II 0.53 0.87

12 0,45 0.73 12 0,45 0,74

13 0.39 0.64 13 0.39 0,64 I
14 0.37 0.60 14 0.37 0.59

15 0.37 0.59 15 0.35 0,57
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Table 2: Data for beam profile of open field along vertical axis (Y-axis) ofiOX 10 em2

field size at dm".

Locations Y+ cGylmin % to central Locations y- cGy/min % to central
axis dose axis dose

0 61.66 100

1 61.60 99.9 1 61.54 99.80

2 61.48 99.7 2 61.41 99,60

, 61.23 99.3 3 61.11 99,10
"

4 5956 96,6 4 59.38 96.30

5 33.05 53,6 5 32.99 53.50

6 4.90 7,94 6 4.80 7.78

7 1.90 3,08 7 1.81 2.94

8 1,09 1.77 8 0.99 1.62

9 0.81 1.32 9 0.76 1.23

10 0.64 1.04 10 0.62 1.00

II 0.53 0.86 11 0.50 0.80

12 0.45 0.73 12 0.44 0,71

13 0.39 0.64 13 0,35 0.56

14 0.37 0.60 14 0.36 0.59

15 0.36 0.59 15 0.36 0.58
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Beom prof/Ie of 10 x 10 cm2 field size al "max
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Fig.25: Beam profile along X-axis of 60Co unit.
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Fig.26: Beam profile along Y-axis of60Co unit.
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4.7 Dose Investigation Technique
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The beam modilYing lead blocks were of 5 cm thick and most of the~e werc comparatively

heavier, These blocks were very narrowly fit into the available shadov. tray of !~COunit

(Alcyon 11#90106, France), During dose measurement, ion chamber was aligned in such

way that thc radiation tlucnce is assum~d to be uniform ovcr the CnJs~.section of th~

chamber and bcam 'was perpendicular to the chamber's axi~, Thc Oosimeter connected with

this ion chamhcr \vas PT\V lJ}.'JDOS, \vhich was very sensilive and was calibralcd with ion

charnb~r as liS integral part. Block supporti~g lray was k~pt in the same posilion during dose

measurcment both m opcn and modified fields so that no correction lactor regarding tray

was nccded in data prcscntatlOn.

In each simulated irregular fields on solid phantoms, ditferent interesl~d points \vere

designated as 1,2,3,4,5 ... etc, for invcstigation of doses at those points, Similar geometry

was mainlained during investigation of doscs in both opcn and modified irregnlar fields, The

open fields of thc corresponding irregular fields were of the same dimensions, The beam

modifying blocks were placed very carefnlly so that it elearly blocks the photon beam to the

area supposcd to be shieldcd in the ~imnlated irregular fields in the phantoms. The doses

were investigated at 0.5 em depth with source to surfaec distance (SSD) 80 em und the ion

chamber was placed perpendicularly to the central a~is of the pholon beam, Do,>es at the

interested points in the irrcgular fields (blocked beams) were inve~tigated I" and recorded.

The beam modiJ)ing blocks were thcn carefully rcmoved from supporting tray making the

fields open and doses were again measured at the same corresponding points keeping all

mcasurement conditions S)TIlmctrical in both open and blocked fields and recorded for

comparison. Thc doses were relative and have been presentcd as directly measured values

in cOy/min for (,{leoand I1nally comparison with other ealculation techniques were made.

4.8 Dose Investigation for Photon Beamof 6OCO Unit

The doses were measured at 0,5 depth of the solid phantom on which thc irregular fields

were simulated. Different interested points werc being designated by numericals

1,2,3,4,5.. ..etc. along long axis for the investigation of doses at those points Ion chamber

was plaeed at those poinls in such a "ay that the radlation fluence is assumed to he uniform
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over the cros; section of the chamber and ion chamber's axis remains always perpendicular

to the photon beam. Similar geometry was mainlamed during investigation of doses in both

open and modified irregular lields, The open fields of the corresponding irregular fields

werc ofsame dimensions, The beam modifying blocks were placed very carefullv so thaI it

dearly blocks the photon beam to the area supposed to be shielded in the simulated irregular

fields in the phanl01n<>.The doses were investigated at 0,5 cm depth with ~ource to surface

distance (SSLJ) 80 em and the ion ehmnber was placed perpendicularly to the central axis of

the phOlon beam. Dose~ at the intcrested points in the interested points in the irregular fields

(blocked fields) were investigated 1st and reeorded, The beam modifymg blocks were then

carefully removed from the supporting tray making the fields open and doses were again

measured at the sume corresponding points keeping all measurement conditions symmetrical

in both open am] blocked fields and recorded for comparison were relative and have been

presented as dm"ctly meas"red values in mGy/min later convelted into eGy/min for wCo and

finally comparison \vith Olher calculation teclmiqu~(Clarksoll's method) was made, The

Dosimeter connected with this chamber was PTW li},'IDOS which were very sensitivc and

was calibrated with ion chamber as its integral part. Block supporting tray was kept in the

same position during dose measurement in open field so correction factor rcgarding tray was

needed in data presentation. The beam modifying blocks were placed at 60 cm above the

philIltom surface using a block supporting tray made of acrylic sheet having thickness of 1.5

cm. The dose measurements were carried out with the following settings: For 6OCO, SSD

was 80 em. locus to diaphragm distance(FDD) ~ 45 cm, Diaphragm-phantom surface

distance = 35 em, focus to shadow tray distance (FSTD) = 52 ern, shadD"" tray to surface

distilIlce (STSD) = 28 em, shadow tray thickness = 1.5 em. block thickness = 5, I em. Doses

were measured at 0.5 em with 0.6 ec ion chamber integrated with PTW UNlDOS,

The exposure Roentgen (X) were obtained by using the formula

x =M.N, .C"p ,C, .C"
______• -------( 5 2)

where M is the monitor reading and N, is the chamber calibration factor. C~p is the

correction factor for temperature and pressure, C, is the correction factor for ion

recombination ami Cst is the stem leakage correction factor However, in our present work,

Ct,pwere considered but for the sake of simplicity C, and Cst were ignored considering very
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Chaprer-IV Experimental me/iJod aml/adlly

liule variation, The exposure roentgens (X) w~re obtained as R(X) min in the' case of 6OCO.

Finally the doses wer~ converted to absorbed d,lse in l\1~dium as mGy/min for ,GCo b)' usmg

the formula

______-- -- -- --" ---. --- --,-( 5 3 )

where the quami!)' j",,_..' = 0.875 IS the factor which is sometimes called the

roentgen to rad eonvel'sion factor. The expcl'imenl;ll arrangement for investigation of doses

at different intcrested points both m open (regular) and blocked (irregular) fields are shown

in fig, 27. The procedure of lead block ,letting int() thc block supporting tra, is shown in

fig.28.

Flg.27: Expel'in:ental arrangement for dose mea,urement of ""Co unit
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£,pmmenlal methodand fadiIl)'

Fig.28: "'Co teletherapy head "Lth mantl~ block into block supporting tra}

These dosimetric arrangements were easily reproducible and kept constant throughout the

entite dose meaSUTemcnts both in open (regular) unci blocked (Irregular) fields. The observed

dose, in different open (regular) and hlocked (irregular) fields are presented in Table-3(I"Xl)

along with the correspondmg fields and graphIcal representatiolls.



Chapfer-fV

• - -_. Experimenral "'"Ihud and facii,,}'

Cornea Block

Table 3(1): oDCo-beam: Field type- Square, Field size: 5x5 cm2,SSD = 80cm,Deplh=O.5cm
PumL< 00" m<,.,urca wlth ~ 6" Former t)'p<'"" C,lcul,1eo dO<,;n C,lculated o().<e m Corr<Ct;o" Correction
,Io"~ ,h,mh<, in <G)'lm," ,0)1",,,, ,Oylnu" f,etor het"X_~,,, (Clar,k,""', ,""hod) (e," i"",1 telaL,on) C;" CF,Dloc"d %'0 0p'" MdT,,,,",, l',i,ul,,,d %d,f1"""" C,Io"I.,," %d,f1-""",b,,,,,,-, "",,,I b,,", -, hdwe<" 00". bern"," oJ"". be"'",,"

dose "" ~",e dose, bhJ.,o & I),,, w D,,, w D,~w D,",", &,. In"P'" 0,. 0P'" b,,,," oW"' D'ffiW""-, ), ')9 63 719 5,.446 J-ll~G ,6419 ~ OJ5 )6439 ~ G5S 0&95934<52 I DOG,SS!,, 51 ~47 93,639 5'-414 , 257 ,1.4&9 o no 51 ~4! Q 920 09841%10 I D09211J9• 44%9 SUO< 43 46S 72" 44520 ° 998 44 969 0,998 097JlilW IOlUrJ)Jj)

•

"
~",
~
;",,""
"
•

" , •

•, , ;

5 em

3 (i) : Cornea Block
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Chap/er-IV

Double Cornea Block

Experimenla/ me/hod and/ad/il)'

Table 3{II}: 'lOCo-beam: Field tyPfi. Square, Field size: 5x5 cm2,SSD = 80 em, Depth= 0.5 em

Dc" '",,,-,",,d "lth G6 " Fo", " "f" "" ~'Ic"'''<d oo.s,on
,homb" m ,r" '"'" ,G, moo

CI"cb,m, m"hod)
elo",d %'0 Op". M,tr,rco" Calculated %J,fr,,,,,,
b"m', "nOl,1 b"m\ """C<" 00". b"~,,,
d,'". ",,<los<d"",. b1",l,d& 'hw D",".>"
D,." ;nop," D.,,,. 01"'0'''," &D,.b,,,,"

C,I"I""d d050In
'G)lm;,
Em <n_,d"'"ion)
[,i"l"ed %.M",n"
;ose. b"~",,,
".,,, Q... &

~..

Po,""
,hmg
X"-'"

,,,
16 '72
,0 502
4, -Hl

65779
9l,[)8J
82 ~ II

5.\44(,
51414
4~ 4&1

"lW
8&64

I G.li)

36 J82
50 014
45 om

,6460
,O.,Ol
4\ 41"

O.lZ

""I 0)

CW"""'
F"'0'
C~,

G69,1&8~8
~_956]2431° 98J977~~1

Corree,,,,"
F,,,or

100248202
I.UO"7&612
I ~I0211~7

"
"
i"",i"

!"
"

_ '~~''''M=0F'"""_ c,"","'= 'm•..••'

••, , ,

-.) ern

3 {ii}: Double Cornea Block
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Chaplet-IV

Corner Block

£.,pl!nmen/a! me/hod and fae;liry

Table 3(111): oOCo_beam:Field Iype: Square, Field size: 10x10 cm1,SSD = BOcm,Deplh=O.5cm
Po,",> Do" m<""""d ",;th ~ 6" F""", ';P' 100 l"cul,"d do" '" Calcul,ted d,,,, '" Co,,<>,iol1 Com:ct;ooaJuo~ ,h,mb"" cG)lm" ,";imio ,Gy'm,n f,,,,,, r"""X_",,, lCl,,,,sol1" m'~'u"1 (Em ,,,,,I ",1",,,'0' C" , CFHlo",d %'" 0poll O/.,j"b,,,,, C,Ic,I,Il,d %d,rt",,,,, C"c"I'ted o/.,jtff",o" '" ,

",,'m', """",I boom', 0<0'<011 do," b,,'",," d"", bot'I"',
"'''', am do" d"", h1(,,',~ '" De,,, 1),-"," D,,,," D,~" 6-~, In ope" D,,, 0F"0boo", &'(l," D,~w

"'", 56l0J 91 591 &1,)(,< 8410 51i(.< W .'0./0) H7 I ~165,lL9 IJ911284,~, 56 19' 91,;'. 61 309 3 3" ,/ill 2 oJ 56 192 l63 , 01'75415 ~97J6S)3j, '0 IS' 91 55' 61 2'JO 8 20I ,7,76J '" 56 131 2 '4 1011,"0.' 0.91261,.'", !-59" 91 164 60 949 VQI) J,-,,2 W .'5,94l W I O16jJ~31 o 97370J,0; Jj 298 3843, 59 I~6 3259 jj 76, 203 J4293 2,6J 101568387 09736ill1, 2.' !,,' 3S Sil 32 li3 '7,lJ4 !4 72) 3.J I 'J $;; '" G811~53J2 G96490561

_ '''<ked "';on

""" ""'" "'>,"_ C""'","',= '~,;o'"

123456

o

10 em

3 (iii) : Corner Block
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Chapter-tV

Half Beam Device

Expl!l'imel1/al me/hod and [aed'l}'

Table 3(IV): 6Deo-beam: Field type: Square. Field size' 15x15 em2,SSD=80 em, Depth=O.S em
POlO" [),'" m'.'Slired~,IJ, 0 6 " ,,,m,,, type"" C'!Cul,,,J d"" '" C"ic,b"" d"" III ('o~cc"on Com""",along ell'm,,, '" ,Oylm," ,U)imlll cG}'!m" F"w r"""X_,,-,i, 'CI",k,on', method) Em Iflcal"Iat,,,") C el:Alo",d %10 OC" %dl~'''"'' Caic,b"J %dLlfcrcne< C.I"I ••t«i %d,ff,rence ,I"

b"rn , centr,1 be""," b"~""n "0" Oetw"n do", ",,,,"cell
""", ",is dose do", hl,,~,"& Dc" ow [le", DE"w D,,, ow &
D". in0POIl C,' "penOem &I"-w D'ffiW

b"m, Jl J56 50 441 Hl'6 49 '6 33171 362 Jl Jjo w 0;81595~, 096)gl-l09, ], ,7, ,078) M 13, 4g,2i 3J 936 40:! 32,12 , e, o ,~~O2277 o 9;9!16Sl, 32529 ,0 '" MD21 49.1~ ]4145 474 32 \27 " " 05927855) o9526Jo7), J2 ,~, , ,0'06 ,.\ SJ 1 '" 00 34 114 '" 3l49' 4 92 0,94%,'" o "08])91, )2)01 504% 6J 798 4023 )1 ll9 5 3' 32382 '" ~ 5%D,];S 0946,];,9, 1l.218 ,0 no 6J m9 4! 92 )4 [4l , 6J )lll~ H4 06014!i19 l' 9')6.66)

_ 5'"", ",m
=00""'"
I!!!!!! c".~,.,,',= Emp"'"

15 em

3 (iv) : Half Beam Device
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Chap/er_IV

Corner Block

EJ:pe'-lmema! me/hod and facility

Table 3 (V); 60Co-beam:Field type: Square, Field slze:15x15em2, SSO=80em, Depth=O,5 em

~OLn" 00;0 "'''''"''" ~i,h 0 ~ c_ F.um" ',p' ,on C,I'LIlat,d dose Ln C"k"I",d d,)S, co ("metlon COIT"'"''
,long ch,,,,ber IIIcOy!m;" e01lm;n cO}"mon F""" F"to,
X_m, (CI",,,,"', met~oo Em IIleal "I,"on)

C~, CF,Block," %10 Open ".dllfmnc' (""leul"," %Mlo","" C,I,ul"<d %ditkrcncc
b"m', """L ""m', b",,«" do" betwee" dC'S" ,""'"n
do" ;", """ "''', blocked "- De,,. D,~w Demw f\~wI<

" on"P'" ~, op,n "'''''' &D", r",~w
be"", 01.043 , %~9$ 61.14& 2,<0 6J 069 '" 61 643 272 12119014. 'J9J!',lI6', 61699 9fi 18, MIJl 2 4-1 oj 310 '" 61.63, , li4 1099gD51O n 9125020)

; , 61 6~O 96 045 6' ~.!l ,'I 63J72 270 61609 !7R l.l'JG'Q9,1 097l17;;3, 01 429 9,7(.4 6)831 '" (,: D63 'W 61 429 2 19 10')'91001 V~7<1O)73
< {;I US Q)JII &J-'98 '". 626J5 , 2 45 61 133 2 45 1,lI'JI74'04 097540701
0 6G$GI 941i5 0.' 019 "" 62 17' l,ll' 60 RO1 221 1m,JO,,& 0,971951'" ,

"
00

-~ eo>
0
0, ",,">

! '"0

"
0

0

_ ",,, •• d b"m,"-_, 0,," ".m••••••c",,,,,,',
= 'mp''''''

I 2 3 4 5

Dose moa'uromoOLpO'Ol$

15 em
3 (v) : Corner Block
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Expenmental method and facility

Rectangular Block

Table 3 (VI): 6oCo_beam: Field type: Square, Field size: 15x15 cm1 SSD'=eOcm, Deplh'=O.5cm

~O'"" 1)0" measured wich0 6" f,rn" ~'P''On C,kubt<" d"" '" C.I"Iot<d u<'" '" lor",lIOn Cor"ct".
,1''''3 ,h""b" '" ,0}'Jmm cO,'m;" cr,)I,";" F,,'or Iactor
,-"-'" %"n'","" h,~,",,, ol"k" &. "P'" h"m (CI,rd,on, ",,,hod) ,"mp"'''1 ",b",ml C;" C/o;C,I'ul",d do« Dc".

Dlock," %Lo °P'" ~-"hft.""",, [,I<lIl",; %d,!l,r;ne< [,I,"I,ted %dltf,,,",,
beam', """,I be"", ,"wo<" oos" b,,,',,n do" bctw"n
dose. "" do" do". bloc,ed & Dc~w De", "". DC.""6-,. In OPC" 0" 'P'" ,,,m &D" D." ',_

b'.lm, 61 '26 9,2n 04 146 J 0, "2 286 , " 6' m , S61 I Q ..90~lgj8 O"IIJPJI, 61 -'62 , 9; 659 O4IJJ l7' 62,'9 '"' 61 362 1.9IJ IOS399'981 o 980S108J, 01 .',g 9,60' , H,ml 26" 1.24;9 ,", , 61 ,l9 1.3[>0 I084J;1J41 098190165, 61 205 95 41l 63 g] I 263 62 J 12 '" I 01 20.< I 117 , 1,08-'MQ95:! fJ 9~2)36M, 60%9 9,Q47 6) 798 H, 62 OS:! 1 '9 , 60 969 I J91 I OiI4n!216 I 11~8201i9J, 60.\20 ~4!" 6<on 2% 6I.':!) I 0; 60,20 I 470 I 0321 I.I'll o 98;)OIJl

-Open Mam
~ Bloc'ed 'eom

" ~ C•• "kson',= Em,,,,c,1
eo

C
g ">
m
0

C " , ,
• 8

, "
,,

~ " c

•m "0
0

"
0

0 , , , , •
Doss msasurement pOints 3 (vi) : Rectangular block
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Chapler-IV E'perimenla! me/hod andjacrtll)"

Irregular Shaped Block

Table 3 (VII) : e.oCo-beam:Fleld type: Square, Field size:15x15emz, SSD=80em, Deplh=Q,5 em
p"",, Do" """'""'" ",tl, 0 6 " F"'Ill" t}pc 1011 Cal~"I"l<d do" i" CaicuMcd dose m Co~e"ion Corr«tL,"
,kmg ,h"uLb<, '" cG~,,,,," ,G)'lmm <Gl'lmin f"to, f,Clo,
X_~", (Clore"on, Ill,UlOd) Em i,i,,1 «I";on) C;" CF,

Blocked %00 Open hd,lf",nC< C,I,ul,ced ~."~",,,.ce (',Icul",d o/oO,ff",""
b<,m', central h,am', ~,""", do". b"~"n d,~, bet",,,.
do", "i, '('" '"". blo,k,d &: lJeo " D"," C"' D",., &
C,' enor'" 1\, w OP'" b<,m &r",. D,_"

"-, \85)4 0] 251 M 146 , 8,7; 53821 ,eo ,85)1 "" I,019I4MJ OIl95017.\a, 5$ %7 9i.JOj (dl)1 <C, 58~4l "" , Ii %7 "" 1~19l9424 099532988, ,$422 91m1 04 W' 8" ,a 691 , o 4' 58421 I 0 41 1019'))079 0"""1411, ,8242 , 90 796 6HJI 8.7(, , 5i 516 o 47 ,~," I 0 '7 1,Ola1{,)Ol OQ95JI3la, 57,97) 9n,'J; 6) 79i 91] , ,~ lO, '" 57 0,7] '" 1014,95>2 099j,0172, 57445 89554 6) 0'9 803 07.119 ~ 41 " 4-1; 0'7 10168;'29 o 9951,('JG-

-"--=-"'~- 0",,.,,,,,
" = Err",""

"
I",
"• , , , , , ,
i ,
"- 0

I '",
"
,,

[)oo, """ •.,,"""~'","

3 (vii) : Irregular shaped Block
(Rectangular t Double Corner Block)
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Chap/er-IV

Irregular Shaped Block

Experimental methad and /~cfllly

Table 3 (IX): 6GCo-beam: Field type: Square, Field size: 25x25 cm2,SSD=80cm, Depth=O.5cm

Po,"" Do" m,"'",' ""h 0 6" r"",,, ''"' '0" c,l"d"," do" '" C,leul,,,d dose '" CO""""" CQf[«tlo"
",m~ ch,,,,b,, '" ,0\1""" ,O,'mIO cG,imm '0"\ F,,'or 1',"0'X_a,,, (ll""-,,,,,, \ ",dodl ...l£l!!P" Ic,1 "1,,, 0" C CF,

Bloc,," %10 Ope" %dllf","" C,lculatod %,,,1',,,,, C,I,"I,ted %dlf'f""",, "
boom', cenH,1 b,,,,'-, "'''''" '0" ,ct""" ;01< bet",,"
d05O. ""dec;, doso, OIN"" .£. D",. D", " ll,," ',' D"w &
[1" mope" l1,w OF" ""m ,W," De. w

boom, , 63 '87 Q I, 11n mo8l ,", 6S .\% 216 63187 no 106277919 U97142" I, 63 764 91 507 6" o8l 13.49 ".629 n, 63 811 l,75 1063)25111 n 91244639, 6J n6 91 ol" 69.002 RJ7 o5.,!l 17; 63176 l,75 106376438 097246413, 630,", ~ I J9' 694>4 <;, (" '86 2 71 63684 275 I064.118jJ UY7H917,, 63 491 91 II, W,l49 8 .' I 6llS7 no , &3491 l,71 1.0M)3",\ (j ?724R9~4, ,J 251 90711 68 998 8]] &j,n41 115 63 251 no IOMlJ'H 0972431J8

_ "'0'."0"=0,,, "'M
•••• 01•• _,,,,,',
c= Em,",,'

1 0 4 5

25 em

3 (Ix) : Irregular shaped Block
(Rectangular t Corner Block)
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Chapter_IV &cperimenlal me/had and facllily

Inverted.Y Block

Table 3 (Xl: WCo-beam: Field type, Square, Field size, 25x25 cm2,SSD=80cm, Depth~O,5cm

Pom'" Do" ,"",sw,d w;tl, G6 ce farmCrI}'p< ;00 C,I"lote<J dos, In C.hlaL,d <lose;" CorrccClon Correction
.Ioo~ ,h,mb" ," ,O)/,m" cG)lmLn ,O}'lmm f",[ot Foetor
X_",j, Clore'50n', m"hod) Em ;,;,,1,,1"'0" C' CF,

Bloc'''' ".to Op'" ~td,n"""c C,I",I,,"" %d,ffer",ce C,lculat«J %dlfi,rencc ,I"
h,,,,,,'.' "nL,,1 ""'" " ""til"" ,1<"" bdwc", do". b"w,,"
do", "" 00'" """, "locked "- Dc"," D"" D,~w [l"," S-
C,' m 'P'" C" 'pcn boom &.D" Dc.,.

,,,m
, 57 18; &2066 6".6!l 11.~,l-l 59 sn 1"0) 51 IRl '" 0969'0299 09,,74752, 5l,1I " " l)(, 69.6S, 2-1114 ,,1 819 1 4 JS 52 419 'H O~Srl!.1l.1 O~;"99~'
, 42415 60 955 69 602 J~4)-1 44 909 ;42 '245. 542 ,I 12&ll')956 o ?4S79J~S, 3089G '4329 69 '"

5, 52! )J )J6 73' )nmO no 0;-1187912 09266JI65, 21091 J2 %5 68 \>98 6' III 14,4.<S 722 22.692 72l , 0'00'9$[ 1 O~27771Q4, 12 828 18 'n9 {;8~~8 RI 40,\ IJ 82-1 n, '2 an no 0226'9399 0927%5)4

- SOC"',,, ••~--" ••••e_,",= <""",,,

E "
Ii,
i" ,

"
j '0

N

"

3 (Xl: Inverted -Y Block
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Ch"pwr-lV Experimental method and facihty

Mantle Block

Table 3 (XI): 6oCo_beam:Field type: Square, Field size:30x30em2, SSD=80em, Deptl1=O,5 em

Po,"" Do" m,""ureO ",rio ~ 6 " far,"er ''ill< Jon C,loul"cd do" m J1tkUI'''d do« In Co""tLon Corre"ion
alon! <h,mb" m 'G)of•• ;" cG)lmLil ,O;/mm ,,,,lOr Factor
X_ax" «(I""k,o", method fm "",I,d""m) C:., CF;

Dlock,d %10 Open %,Nk,,"" C,leul,,<d "'"d,ff",n" Col,"I"," %d,tfcr<nccb,,,,,', ccnlJUl boom', b",,«" doso. b""",,,. ,,' b,tw<:,n
do". "'IS<1"" ~"", block,d &. D"" C•• D"",w ~..
C" in op<:n D". op'n b,,,," &.D"" D,~•.,,-, 6' ~15 90 S~7 69 218 ," 64.121 '0; 61,8.'1 1.9J I mOnnl o 9Sm567S, 55331 !OOW 69,195 , 1996 567'6 '" 15.J~1 '" 092971{;'8 o ~7\429~1

; !(i J) 1 i I IJ8 6~ 195 18 59 57114 239 ,6 ]] 1 139 O,9'OI2R85 097604411 ,, @315 8794J 69 149 11.% 62 197 1 l 13 ~O37, 21.1 I 01921112 097&7;119
; 6J 09, 91.15' mOil 8 57 61)M I !nO 6] O~5 2 00 IO,714l6l G,979'19006
0 ,,4 26) 92 341 68772 6 ;6 OJ "3 , 00 64 263 , 0' , 1079'D'"' D98063506

3 (xi): Mantle Block
30 em

-'""'".~=0,,",•••
" -,,,"',,"'

='""~","
~,
f "

,
"0
"",

0 ,.
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,
Chapter_V

5.0 DATA ANALYSIS

Data analy"is

In direct measurements the obse,ved dosimeter (electrometer) reading from the ion chamber

positioned at different intere~tcd points in irregular and open fields were corrected for

obtaining the doses as roentgen/min for ooCo by using the formula

Where M = Dosimeter reading

lV, = Chamber calibration factor for temperature and pressure

C,.r = Correction (actor for temperature and presSlITe

C, = Ion recombination correction taetor and

Co = Stem leakage correction factor

Since we were interested in relative dosimetry rather than ab,olme one, the observed data

were corrected for temperature and pressure onl} while the ather two correction factor:<:were

neglected for simplicity and a<;Sllming minor variations in the case of relathe dosimetry

system. The observed readings thus converted to roentgen (Xl/min were agmn converted to

absorbed dosc in medium by using the following relationship:

----------(55)

Where X = Roentgen/min for wCo

j~.J= f-factor or roentgen to rad conversion factor

A"I = Ratio ofthc energy fluence at the center of the equilibrium mass of tissue to

that in frce air at the same point,

However, the factor A"" which is very small, particularly in the case of G!JCowere ignored

again for simplicity of data calculation. During data analysis, it was also assumed that these

correction factors would have very small impact on the final data sets which would bc

pW]Xlgated through out the entire data calculation system, In addition, since the final data

sets were presented as percentage differences in all cases, so it was assumed that this
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ChaplN-V Dala allaly"!"

propagation error, in duta sets "ould not hamper OlHprime OhJ€Cllyes ()f dose mvestigatlon

and a>s~ssment of its accuracy in irregular fields on the basis of relutlve dosimetry concept.

The linal dose values in ditlcrcnt irregular fields were presented in Tables.3(J - Xl). These

directlv mea<;ured dose value~ m irregular (blocked) fields wcre bcing comparcd with

calculated dose values derived by u8ing Clarkson's method of do"e eakulut;on III

rccmngular fields. This Clarkson's nlethod can be applied fc)r "alculatlon of dose at any

pOlnt in any irregular fields. For application of this method to the present work thc irregular

(hlocked) fields were dl\'lded into a number of elemcntary scctors by drawing radli ff()m the

point of calculation III the plane of the field cross-se,t'oll at ,my depth d, J::~chsector was

ehar~cterized by its radius ~nd could be considered as part of a circulilr field of that radius.

In the prcscnt study thc scctor angle was 10°, then thc scatter contribution li"um thl<;,ector

would be 10°/360° ~li36 ofthal contributed by a circular licit! ortha! rad,u, and "entered at

the point of catcul~tion, Thus the scattcr contribution lrom all the SCeLors \Va:' calculated

and ,\ummed by consldermg each sector to be a pan ofib own elrele. The SAl< "alues for

the seeton, were calculated and then summed to give the average scalier air ratio(SAR) lor

the irregular field at the point of calculation for sectors passing through a blocked area, the

net SAl{ "as detemlined by subtracting the scatter contribution by the blocked pal'l or

secw!'. The compliled (SAR) is convcrted to average tissue -alr ratio (TAR) by the equation

----------(56)

Whel'c TAR(O)is thc llSSlIC- mr ratio for OxO field 1.e.7AII(O)=c-;:I!-d_IWhcl'C ;, is thc

aver<lge linear attenuation coefficient for the bcam and d is the deplh of dose calculat;on

point

In Our ,cudI' dosimetry of megular fields was performed by the method using TARs and

SARs. The irregular field at depth d can be divided into n elementary ,ector" "ith radii

emanating from any point P (say). A Clarkson type integration my be performed to have

averagcd Scattcr Air Ratio SAR(d,dd) for the Irregular field ';

•
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- , "
SAR(d.r

d
) = - LSAR(d,r;) ----------(57)

n ,~I

where r, is the radius of the ith sector at depth d and n is the total number of sectors

n = 2IT/fle is the sector angle,

The computed SAR(d, ',,) is then converted to TAR(d,rJ by using the equation

TARld,rJ'" [K TAR(d,O)+SAR(d",)]x 5,(0)
" ' S ( )" '0

----------(58)

Where K" is the off axis d(}se ralio representing primary dose at r relative to that al the

central axis. TAR(d,I;,) may be converted to the pereenl depth dose P(d.r,f) by using

equation

( ) [ () -, I )] S)O) S::1c,,) [(/Ho']'Pd,r,j ",IOOK",I:4Rd,O +SARd,rd x-I)" ( )" (, ) ---(59)
Sp'. S,T,O j+d

The final expression takes the form

[ ( - ] , [If+',)]'P(d,r,()=IOOK TARd,O)+SAR(d,rJx( (f ( ) (60)
, I+SARlo.r" f+d

This is the basis of Clarkson's melhod. In the case of an irregular (blocked) field, the dose ut

any point P (say) can be calculated by the following muthematical formula ba~ed on

Clarkson's method:

DD = (OFD HPEF)(SSD + dm" J'-r TAl/. ]'l'-' J at depth dmax
SSD+d BSF TF

Where OFD = Open Field Dose rate

PEF = Phantom Exposure Factor

SSD = Source to Surface Distance

d""", "" Depth of maximwn dose

d - Dose calculation depth

TAR - Average value ofTissllc Air Ratio

BSF - Back Scatter Factor

TF - Tray FaClor

----------(61)
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In the present work, we have calculated the dose" in irregular field, at different pomt,>usmg

th~ above formula (61). The direct measurement dose values In irregular fields at d,ffer~nt

points were compared with the calculated dose values at the corresponding points in

respectiye fields obtained by using th~ above formula (61),

The direct m~a~uremeni of doses was made jilt both blocked (irregular) and open Jiclds for

each interested pllmtS m the respective field~. The observed dose values in bolh field.1"ere

compare<.1and percentage difference between these v~lue~ ,,,as determined, The direct

measurement dose values at differem poims were nomlalized 10 lhc central ~xis dose \'alues

in open fields. The,e direct measurement value, io the blocked field ,",'ere also compared

Wilh the calcubt~d value,>obtained by using (Iarki'on', method based on equation (61). A

percentage difference beh,~en the dirGct measurement value, and lhe corrcsponding

calcul~led valucs obtained by using (he abovc equJtion were al", prc"entcd in

Table-3(T - Xl).
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6.1 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

rile dasimetnc ~can uf beam prafi1e to ch~ck the p~rformance ;tatu~ af Alcyan IItt90106

OGCa teletherapy unit was done using IOxlOcm' field size with 80 cm SSD at 0.5 em depth

in solid phantom along the major axes (x. y-axcs). The performancel wer~ fO\lnd salisfactary

whlch are pr~oellled in Tables I and 2 and graphically in figs.25 and 26.

In this thesi, \\ork we haye investigated the accuracy of do,e measurement in Irregular

photon fields usually encountered in routine radiothcmpy pmctices through companIon of

dil'cetly mcasurcd dose values with the calculated do,e value, of Clark'On'o method and

developed an Empirical relallOn tor the accuracy of do,e pr~,;cnption in radiotherapy

lreatmenl proccdure, In order to serve the purpo,~. de"en (II) irregulal' fields were

simulated in solid perspex ph~mom. It w~s expceted that ltIC.ICfLeld.1'" ould almoot cover the

differcnt irrcgular fields usually encountcrcd in dally radiotherapy practlces of diffcrent

therapy e.\lahl'.,hmenb. The direct measurement of dose \'~lues in lhesc irrcgular field, were

pr~ser.led in Table, 3(1- XI) of'oCo umL The direct measurcmcnt dose \alues in irregular

field, "CrC compared wlth calculated do,>e~alues obtained by the use of Clarkson', method

of do~e calClllation ill ilTegulal pholon field and ne\vly dCI'el0pGdEnlplrical relatlon. The

Tabl~s 3(1-X!) contain, directly mea;ured do,e vaillc, ~t various intcre'led IWllllS III

different irregular fields, the directly mc~sLLrcd dose "llucs al those point, in the

corre,ponding opcn fields. percentage difference of dose values betwccn irregular (blocked)

and open fLclds, calculaled Jo~e value" at respective points in i]'l'egular field, (Clarkson',

mclhod), pcrccntage difference of dose value, belween directly measured and calculated

valucs dosc (Clarkson's method» calculated dose values at respeclive points in irregular

tields (Empiric~l relation), p~reenLage difference of dose values belwecn calculated d(,,~

\'alues of Clarkson'; method and EmpIrical relation. the numencal ,,"Illes of corrcctlOn

factor., C~>! and CF,

The dlrectly mea,ur~d dose values at different points in irregular Jiclds "ere nomlalized to

the centrJI axis dose values in the respectivc opcn fields, ]n lhis study, since directly

,measured dose vallie, are in good agreemcnl "ilh calculated do.,e ,'alues of empirical

relation. so that, the dose calculaled by Ernpineal relation could be pre,ented as nonnali7ed

to the central axi, dose nlues in the respective open fields for dosc estimation in irregular
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fields. It is thus, expected th~t dose estimation in irregular fields could bc approximated

with reasonable a~curaey from the cakuhlled dose values of empirical relationnonnalized to

central axis beam dose data in respective open Ileids.

The observed mean percentage difference with 1sd (standard dcviation) betwecn directly

measured dose yalues at different points in irregular (blocked) fields and the corresponding

dose vulues at (hose point~ m open lields of Tilbles 3(1 - XI) for 60CO were found to be

15.93% :1:12,98 (range 6.26% - 34.28%), 16.42% :l: 12.63 (range 6.18% - 34.22%),

11.44% :t 7.06 (range 8,20% - 27.23%), 49.20% :l: 0.19 (range 49.09% - 49.56%),

2.45%:t 0,12 (range 2.28% - 2.66%), 2.75%:t 0.15 (range 2,56% - 3.02%), 8.83%:t 0.15

(range 8.68% - 9.13%). 8,88% :to.05 (range 8.79% - 8,95%), 8,38%:t 0.07 (range 8.31%-

8.49%), 47.62%:l: 22,59 (range 17.93%:t 8141) and 12.47% ;i; 5.07 (range 6.56%-

19,96%).

The averaged vallIe or these mean differences wilh lod was (uuml 10 be 16.76%:l: 9.12

(range 2.45% - 49.20%)

The mean percentage differences with 1sd bet\veen directly measured dose values and

calculated dose values by Clarkson's method at tlle conesponding ilTegular fields of

Tables 3(1 - XI) were found to be-

0.658% :!: 0.427 (range 0.055% - 0.998%), 0.747% :1:0.352 (range 0,250% - 1.020%),

2.835% i 0.314 (range 2.63% 3,51%), 4.715% r 0.706 (range 3.62% 5.63%),

2.580% i 0,202 (range 1.20% 2.78%), 1,770% i 0.141 (range 1.47% 1.91%),

0.475% i 0.008 (range 0.'17% 0.49%), 3.127% i 0,005 (range 3.12% 3.13%),

2,753% i 0.005 (range 2,75% 2.76%), 5.99H% i I ,30 I (range 4.43% 7.34%),

2.147'10:!: 0,207 (range 1.93% ~ 2.46%).

The coefficients of correlation between the directly mea,ured dose values in irregular fields

and the calculated (Clarkson's method) dose values in the corresponding fields of

Tables 3(1 - XI) for 6OCOwere found to be 0.999,0.999.0.999,0.999,0.999,0.999,0.999,

0.999,0.999,0.999 and 0,999. The mean value of these coefficients of correlation was found

to be 0.999.
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The observed average value of uncertainty betwccn the directly measured dose values and

the calculated dose values (Clarkson's method) in the corresponding fields of Tables

3(1- Xl) for wCo umt were found to be- :to.330%, :1:0.374%,:1:1.430%, :1:2.420%, 11.310%,

:1:0.894%, :1:0,239%, :t01.587%,:l:1 ,39%. :1:3.090%, 1.086% respectively.

The ~orresponding \'alues betwcen calculated do~e values of Clarkson's method and newly

developed Empirical relation in the corresponding field, of Tables 3(1 - Xl) for 60COwere

found to be-

0.658% :I: 0.427 (nmge 0.055% - 0.998%), 0.740% :t 0.369 (range 0.220% - 1.030%),

2,835% :I: 0.314 (range 2.830% - 3,510%). 4.717%:l: 0.709 (range 3,620% - 5.640%),

2.582% .:t 0.199 (range 2.210% - 2.780%), 1.770%:t 0.142 (range 1.470% - 1.913%),

0.475%:t 0.008 (range 0.470% - 0.490%), 3.127% 1 0,005 (range 3.120% - 3.130%),

2.752% 1 0.004 (range 2.750% - 2.760%), 5.998% 1 1.301 (range 4.380% - 7.340%),

2.147%:l: 0.207 (range 1.930% - 2.460%).

The coefficients of correlation betwccn the directly measured dose values in irregular fields

and the calculated (Empirical relation) dosc val lies in the corresponding fields or

Tables 3(T - Xl) for 60COWere found to bc 0.999. 0.999, 0,999. 0,999, 1, 0.999, 0,999, 0,999,

0.999, 0.999 and I respcctively, The mean value of these coeftlcients of correlation was

found to be 0.999. This means that the directly measured dose valucs are in good agreement

with both Clarkson's method (0.999) and newly developed empirical relation (0.999) for

6GCoWlit,

The observed average valuc of uncertainty between the calculated dose valucs of Empirical

relation and Clarkson's mcthod in the corresponding fields of Tables 3(1 - Xl) for 6<1Counit

were found to be- 01:0.330%,:!:0.374%, 11.430%. 12.420%, :!:1.310%, .:to.894%, :!:0,239%,

:t1.587%, :1:1.390%, :1:3,090%, 1,086% rcspecti\'e1y.

The averaged value of these mean values (i.e, Direct method & Clarkson's method and

Clarkson's method & empirical relation) were found to be--

2.528% .:t 1.622 (range 0.475% - 5.998%) and 2.527% 1 1.623 (range 0.475% - 5.998%)

for 6DCO Wlit.
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The mean differences with lsd between directly measured dose values in irregular fields and

calculated dose values at the corresponding fields by Clarkson's method arc approximately

equal to that of the Clarkson's method and newly developed Empirical relation. This is due

to the good agreement between the directly measured dose values and the calculated dose

values of Empirical relation.

The averaged mean percentage difference 16.76 %:t 9.12 (range 2.45 %- 49.2%) between

directly measured dose values at different points in irregular (blocked) fields and the

corresponding points in respective open fields could be considered statistically significant in

case of dose pl'escriptioll for a patient receiving radiotherapy treatment with irregularly

shaped photon fields.

The averaged value of uncertainly between directly mcasured dose values (blocked) &

calculated dose values (Clarkson's method) v"as :t1.291% and the corresponding valuc

between Clarkson's method and newly developed Empirical relation was :tL291 % \vhich is

statistically satisfactory because according to thc Internationa! Commission on Radiation

Units and measurements (lCRU) the dose delivered to thc targct volume should be at least

within :t5%140J.

The other information which were e~pectcd to be useful ill routine radiotherapy with

irregularly shaped fields is that, since in our study, directly measured dose values in

irregular fields are in good agreement with calculated dose values by Empirical relation, so

that, the dose calculated by Empirical relation could be presented as normalized 10 the

central axis dose values in respective opcn fields. It is thus, expected that dose estimation in

irregular fields could be approximated \,ith reasonable accuracy from the calculated dose

values of Empirical reIation normalized to central axis beam dose data in respective open

fields.

For any particular irregular field, the directly measured dose values at different points as

normalized to the central axis dose values of corresponding open field could to be used to

find the desired dosimetry information available of that irregular field in routine

radiotherapy practices. But, since the direct dose measurement procedure is time conswning,

so that, the Empirical relation could be USCfillfor the dosimetry of different irregular fields

following the dosimetry protocol of radiotherapy to maintain the accuracy of treatment
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proccdurc. To sustain the accurac) of dosImetry in irregular fields the corrcction factors of

Empirical relation was determined relative to the dose values of direct measurement and

Clarkson's method.

As the primary aim of our prescnt vv"orkwas intended to investigate the accuracy of the

doses in irregular photon fields by direct dose measurement method based on the use of ion

chamber, in comparison with Clarkson's method and newly developed Empirical relation,

we calculated the doses by the Clarkson's method and the Empirical relation. Dose

calculated by the Empirical relation using the correction faetor:s C;" andeF, is found

approximately equal to the dircctly measured dose values.

It was observed that if thc points of me<t5urement were closer to the centre of the photon-

field, the dose values were close enough in comparison to the direct measurement values as

well as the ealcLllated values obtained by Clarkson's method and newly developed empirical

relation.

It was observed that if the points of measurement were closer to the central axis of the field,

the calculated dose values (Clarkson's method) Were close in comparison to the direct

measurement dose values, on the othcr hand, for points lying on the peripheral zone of the

field i.e. away from the central axis of the field, the results were over estimation of doses in

comparison to the direct mea<;urcmcnt dose values. Table 3(VI&XI). Theoretically, we

know that the use of shielding for beam modification would reduce certain dose values,

because of lowering scattered radiation especlally from phantom or patient i.e. lowcring

BSF.ln our study we observed that for corner shielding block offield size 10xl0cm' and

15X 15cm2 the mean percentagc difference of dose reduction values were 11.44%:1:7.06 and

2.45%:tO.12 respectively. Although the dose reduction value in 10xl0cm~ field size was

greater than that the field si7.e or 15X15cnl, the blocked beam doses in 15x15cm' was

greater than that of IOXIOcm1 as a result oflarger field size, Table 3(1II & V). This means

that the total dose values at any point in the field is dependcnt on the field size, beam quality

and above all how many portion of the field was blocked_ •••
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The important finding of this study is the remarkable reduction of do,e values expressed in

percentage difference between directly measured do,e values at different points in the

lITegular (blocked) fields and the dose values at the <:orre'ponding points in the re~pecllve

open field.l, which is statistically significant. In this study, the ob;erved averaged value of

mean percentage differencc with Isd (standard deviation) between directly measured dose

.-allies at different poinls In irregular (blocked) fields and the eon'esponding dose \alues at

tho<;epoints in open fields was found to he 16,76% '" 9.12 (range 2 45 0/,,_ 49.2%) This do<;e

reduction in blocked fields can reasonably be considered Slgmficant in routine radiotherapy

practices with oOe teletherapy unit, where lfregular field~ are very common during trealme!ll

of a patient, For a ,ingle dose application, the dosc reduction 16.76%:t 9.12 might not be

significanl b,l! ii' a patient is planncd to pro\'ide SOGray dose in 40 fractions (soy) with a

"iew to complete ~rad,eation of his or Iier tumor, this dosc reduction becomes significant,

heeausc, in that case. the patient would reC~l\'~ " dos~ about 13.4Gray Ie" than th~

prescnbed dose which might result in under dose treatment with consequence of lowering

the probability of hlmOl' destruction and is not totally desired in a r"dial radiotherapy

practice8

In our country a, Medical phy",elst is not available m most of tllc therapy units so, as a

common pracllce, wlien heam modificalLon is needed to protect certain critical organ, from

unn~cessary radialion burden, required portion of the field is usually blocked to serve the

protection purpo<;e bul dO~lmetry requirements in tbal case is vcry often 19nored and thus

pro~iding a dooe th"t i~ lower th"n that expected which mlghl rcsull m under dw,e treatmenl

and the enlire treatment docs not comc Ollt with desired results. The newly developed

empirical relation in 0\11' sTiidycould be usefill for the dosimetry of irregular fields following

dosimetric protocol to avoid under cio,e treatment problem.
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6.2 Conclusion

CanciUSlOn

From this study we can conelude that the newly developed Empirical relation could be

useful for the dosimetry of irregular fields in daily radiotherapy treatment procedure.

Also, this study pr<Jvide~ uS quantitative infonnation about dosc reduction in irrcgular

(blocked) fields in comparison with the open lields of corrcsponding size thus it can be

concluded that, to sustain thc accuracy in radiotherapy treatment procedure for the propcr

treatment of CanCerpatients \\(ith irregular fields, ei ther the radiation oncologist should be

metlculous to provIde extra dose after doing proper dosimetry of irrcgular fields by the

ncwly dcvelopcd Empirical relation or must be taken into account about 17 - 18% dose

reduction in irregular (blocked) fields [0, respective 60CO1mit.

Beam modification with appropriate shielding block is important in day-to-day

radiotherapy treatment procedure, with pa}ing due attent10n in making dosimetry

information available for the blocked beam, so that, critical organs could properly be

saved with prescribing adequatc dose for the accuracy of dose delivery in treatment of

malignant diseases, In this regard the ne\\(ly developed Empirical rdation could playa

vital role so that adequate dosc could bc prcscribed to have desired treatment re~ults_

In our study wc have simulated eleven (II) irregular fields which wOl.lldcover the most

useful irregular shaped fields required in routine radiotherapy practices and since directly

measured dose values ill irregular fields arc prcsclltcd as normalized to the central axis

dose values in open fields which are in good agreement with calculated dose values by

Empirical relation, so it is expected that dose estimation in irregular fields could be

approximated with reasonable accuracy from the dose values calculated by Empirical

relation normalized to the central axis dose values in respective open fields. Thus, the

calculated dose values of Empirical relation nonnalized to central axis dose values in

respective open fields could bc approximated with reasonable accuracy as the estimated

dose of irregular fields in respective open fields. More required dosimetry data in daily

radiotherapy treatment procedure with irregular lields could be found by using the

empirical relation with appropriate correction factors.
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APPENDIX.1:

(a) Example of dose calculation in Clarkson's method:

Block: Rectangular shielding block
Block material: Lead
Block Length: 13.1 em

Height: 5.15 em
Width: 5.0 em

Sector angle: IOU(len degree)

E
u
~~
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20 19

15 em

2
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"
9
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II

13
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Fig. 29: Example of dose calculation (say at point P) in Clarkson's method of
irregular field
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(a) Example of dose measurement in irregular field:

6

5

4

3

2

15 em
Fig.30: Examples or dose measurement in experimental method
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APPENOIX.2:
Different simulated irregular fields with interested points of dose investigation
ofthe experimental work .

•, , ; ••, , ;

Scm

3 (i): Cornea Block 3 (ii) : Double Cornea Block

15 om

12345

10 em

-

I 2 3 4 H

- ki //

,
o

3 (iii): Corner Block 3 (iv) : Half Beam Device

•
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12345

15 cm

3 (v): Corner Block

123456

15 em

3 (vii): Irregular shaped Block
(Rectangular + Double Corner Block)

123456

15 om

3 (vi) : Rectangular block

123456

20 om

3 (viii): Double Corner Block
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25 em

3 (ix) : Irregular shaped Block
(Rectangular t Corner Block)

3 (xi): Mantle Block

25 em

3 (x): Inverted -Y Block
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APPENDlX.3:

Dose calculation forrnulism used in irregular fields:

Dosc calculation in Clarkson's method:

D ~ (OFD).(n;F).[SSD+d,,~, ]'[ TAR)(-' J
,," SSD+d BSF 1F

Where

OFD = Open Field Dose rute

PF.F Phantom Exposure F;lctor

SSD = Source to Surface Dist;lnce

dm" = Depth of maximum dose

d = Dose calculation depth

TAR A~erage value ofTis,ue Air Ratio

BSF = Back Scatter Factor

TF = Tray factor

Correcled calculated dow.

Where
PW,,,,, = Phantom to water conversion factor
K

TP
~ Temperature- pressure correction factor

Dose measured in experimental method:

Corrected measured dose:

Where
P, = Phantom scatter fuctor
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Dose calculation in Empirical relation:

Where

C f F CF- Dt:..~_,"" .' 123orrec Ion actor, ,- D,tlI
W

",_,", ' 1= , .... " ..,/1

"[(OFDl.(PEFlSSO"d"'J'(TAR)(_' J].PW ,K,,<CFD'Crn,""."" \ SSD+d BSF TF mo, , ,

D"n..' ,"",,'= [(OFDHPEF)( s~~;:j' r-(~;;){-T~ )-PW"m]xll• x CF,
Where

Correction Factor,

C' =[(OFDl.IPEFl.(SSD+dm"J'(TAR).(_' ).FW ]. 'k=12 ..J"' SSD+d BSF TF C'm ,j, , ,n
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APPENDIX.4:

Normalization of calculated dose values' of Empirical relation to the
corresponding open fields

Fields 3(i) 3(ii) 3(lii) 3(iv) 3(v) 3(vi) 3(vii) 3(viii) 3(ix) 3(x) 3(xi)

Points
% of calculated dose values of Empirical relation in irregular fields at ditferent points
to central axis dose in the respective open fields.

I 65.72 65.78 91.59 50.44 96,09 95.29 91.25 9\.078 91.14 82.07 90.81 I
2 93.69 91.08 91.57 50.78 96,19 95.66 91.30 91.09 91.51 75.23 80m

] 81.10 82.01 91.55 50.71 96.05 95.61 91.08 91.06 91.52 60.96 81.14

4 91.16 50.66 95.76 95.42 90.79 90.78 91.39 44,33 87.95

5 88.48 50.49 95.31 95.05 90.38 90.49 91.12 32,57 91.15

6 38,88 50.23 94.79 94.35 89.55 89,88 90.77 18.41 92.84

*Thc calculated dose values of Empirical relation using the correction factors C;" and CF.
at different poinls in irregular fields was found to be exacl!y equal to the directly measured
dMe values, which is normalized to the central axis d()se values in the corresp()nding open
fields.
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APPENDlX.5:

Different lead blocks used m the experimental work,

Fig. 31: Different lead blocks used to produce different irregular shaped photon fields
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APPENDIX.6 :

Definition of certain relevant terms:

Absorbed dose:
The absorbed dose is a measure of energy imparted to matter by the ionizing radiation
per unit mass of the material at the plac~ of interest.

Back Scatter I<'aetor (BSF):
It lS defincd as the ralio of the dose on cenlral axis at the depth of maximum dose 10 lhe
dose al lhe same poiulln free space.

BlIild Up:
The region between th~ surface and the point of maximum dose is called U5the dose
build up region and the dose as build up dos~,

Calibration factor (CF):
The quotient of the conventional true value of the quantity being measured divided by
the indicated yalu~ corrected to the reference condltlOn.

Collimator scatter factor (Sol:
The ratio of the output in air for given field to that for a reference field (c,g.10x lOcm\

Correction factor:
A dimensionless factor by which the indicated ~aluc is multiplied to compensate for as
assumed systematic error or to convert from the valu~ when operated at a particular
condition to the value when operated at a stated reference condition.

cGy: Subunit of Gy kno\\'n as ccntigray (cGy) and is equivalent to rad.

Gra~': It is the ratio ofl joule of absorbed energy to I killogram of material. I.e, I Gray (Gy)=
1 JIKg.

Indicated value:
The value of a quantity derived fro the scale reading of an instrument by applieation of
any scale factors indicated on the instrument panel i.e. uncorrected value.

Ionizing radiation:
X"ray, y-ray, neutron, alpha, beta and olher heavy charged particles lose their energy in
the medium through ionization and or excitation along lheir traversing palh in medium
and termed as ionizing radiation.

Kcrma:
Kenna stands for kinetic energy relea~ed in the medium.

Leakage current:
Any current arising in the ionization chamber or measuring assembly that is not
produced by ionization in a sensitive volume.
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Measured value:
The best estimate of the true value of a quantity, being derived from the indicated value
of an instrument togethcr with the application of the calibration factor and all other
relevant correction factors.

l'\on-ioniling radiation:
Light wave, ultraviolet light, microwave. radio-wave etc. refers its name as can not
produce any ionization in the medium tbrough which they are moving and causcs no
known or observable biological cffects in living organisms.

Port film:
The purpose of port filming is to verif)' the treatment volumc under actual conditions
of treatment usually done using a diagnostic or simulator in radiothcrapy practices and
preserved as a legal record.

Primar)' standard:
An instrument of the highest metrological quality that permits determination of the unit
of a quantity according to its definition. and accuracy of which has been verified by
comparison with the comparable standards of other institutions participating in the
internationalmeasurement system.

PSOL:
The primary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory is a national standardidng laboratory
designated by the government for the purpose of developing, maintaining and
improving primary standards in radiation dosimetry.

Penumbra:
The region, at the cdge of a radiation bcam, that is partially shieldcd from primary
photons from the source, and over which the rate changes rapidly as a function of
distancc from the beam axis (usually region having dose rale of80% to 20%).

Phantom:
A volume of tissue equivalent material usually large enough to provide full s~atter
conditions for the beam being used.

Phantom scalier ratio (Sp):
Ratio of the dose rate at the same depth for the refcrence field size (e.g., lOx10cm),
with the same collimator operating.

Quality of radialion beam:
A term referring to the ability of a radiation beam to penetrate matter. For low and
medium energy X-ray beams in radiotherapy, it is usually expressed in terms of the
half value layer, for high energy x.ray beams, it is expressed as TPR (20110)and for
radiation protection dosimetry, it may be expressed as equivalent energy.

Rlld:
Unit of absorbed dose or simply dose which represents the absorption of 100ergs of
energy per gram of the absorbing material.
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Roentgen:
Unit of exposure and is a measure ofth.e ionization ability of a photon beam (x or y) in
air with photon energy not higher than 3 MeV. Roentgen was originaJIy as the amount
of x or y radiation required to produce 1 esu (c1eetrostatie unit) of charge of either sign
in I ec air at STP (standard temperature and pressure). The current definitinn of
roentgen is equivalent to 2.58x I0-4 coulomblkg dry air at STP which is e~ual to the
original definition if the charge is expressed in coulombs (I esu = J.JJxIO'[ coulomb)
and the volume of air is changed to mass (I cc of weight I .29Jx IO-'kg at STP).

Radiation:
It is the emission and propagation of energy tbrough space or material medium.

Radioactivity:
The phenomenon in which energy is given off by disintegration of the nuclei of
radioactive atoms is termed as radioactivity.

Reference standard:
A sl<lndard of the highest metrological quarltity available at a given locatiorl from
which measurements made at that location are derived.

Response:
The qnotient of the irldicated value divided by the COrlvcrllional trlle value of the
quantity being measur~d.

Secondary standard:
An instrument calibrated ill comparison with a pflmary standard, either directly or
indirectly by lh~ use of a working standard.

Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory:
A dosimetry laboratory designated by the competent authorities 10 provide calibralion
services, and which is equipped with at least one secorldary 5tandard thaI has been
calibrated against a primary standard.

Standard:
A measuring irlstrument used to preserlt physically the unit of a quarltity in order to
transmit it to other measurirlg instruments in comparison.

Simulation:
It refers to the procedure for combirled trail set up and verification of the designed
lreatmen! plan using a simulator.

Simulator: A simulator is an apparatus that uses a diagnostic X-ray tube but duplieates a
radiation treatmerlt urlits irl tenns of its geometrical, mechanical arld optical properties.

Scatter-Maximum-Ratio (SMR):
Ratio of the scatler dose at a given point irl phantom to the effective primary dose at the
same poirlt at the reference depth of maximum dose.
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Scatter-Air-Ratio (SAR):
Seatter-Air-Ratio is defined as the ratio of the scattered dose at a given point in the
phantom to the dose in free space at the same point

Tissue-Maximum-RatiQ (TMR):
Ratio of the dose at depth'd" to the dose al Om,,"

Tissuc-PhantQrn-Ratio (TPR):
Ratio of the dosc at a given point in phantom to the dose at the same point at a fixed
reference depth, usually 5 em in the same phantom.

Tissue-Air-Ratio (TAR):
Ratio of dose at a given depth in a phantom at SAD to the dose without phantom at
SAD,

•
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